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Abstract
Modern applications of statistical approaches involve high-dimensional complex data, where vari-
able selection plays an important role for model construction. In this thesis, we address the fol-
lowing challenging issues for the variable selection problem: variable selection consistency when
irrepresentable conditions fail, block-wise missing data from multiple sources, and heterogeneous
mediator selection for high-dimensional data.
In the first project, we propose a new Semi-standard PArtial Covariance (SPAC) approach which
is able to reduce correlation effects from other predictors while incorporating the magnitude of co-
efficients. The proposed SPAC variable selection is effective in choosing covariates which have
direct association with the response variable, while removing the predictors which are not directly
associated with the response but are highly correlated with the relevant predictors. We show that
the proposed method with the Lasso penalty and the SCAD penalty enjoys strong sign consistency
in both finite-dimensional and high-dimensional settings under regularity conditions. Numerical
studies and the ‘HapMap’ gene data application also confirm that the proposed method outper-
forms the traditional Lasso, adaptive Lasso, SCAD, and Peter–Clark-simple methods for highly
correlated predictors.
In the second project, we propose a Multiple Block-wise Imputation (MBI) approach, which
incorporates imputations based on both complete and incomplete observations. Specifically, for a
given missing pattern group, the imputations in MBI incorporate more samples from groups with
fewer observed variables in addition to the group with complete observations. We propose to con-
struct estimating equations based on all available information, and optimally integrate informative
estimating functions to achieve efficient estimators. We show that the proposed method has estima-
tion and model selection consistency under both fixed-dimensional and high-dimensional settings.
Moreover, the proposed estimator is asymptotically more efficient than the estimator based on a
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single imputation from complete observations only. In addition, the proposed method is not re-
stricted to missing completely at random. Numerical studies and ADNI data application confirm
that the proposed method outperforms existing variable selection methods under various missing
mechanisms.
In the third project, we propose a new mediator selection method, which can identify sub-
populations and select mediators in each sub-population from high-dimensional data simultane-
ously. Specifically, we utilize the sum of squared residuals of a subject in mediator models and
outcome model of a sub-population as a distance between the subject and the sub-population. For
each subject, we find the smallest distance between this subject and all the sub-populations to
determine which sub-population the subject should belong to. We then estimate parameters for
each sub-population based on subjects which are identified in the sub-population. To select me-
diators instead of just variables, we propose a new joint penalty which penalizes effect from the
independent variable to a mediator (independent-mediator effect) and effect from the mediator to
the outcome (mediator-outcome effect) together. In addition, we propose a difference of convex-
smooth gradient descent (DC-SmGD) algorithm to implement the proposed method. Numerical
studies show that the proposed method performs better than existing methods for heterogeneous
data.
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Variable selection is a process of selecting covariates relevant to the response variable, which is
fundamental for the construction of a sparse model where the number of relevant covariates is
much smaller than the total number of potential covariates. This is especially crucial under high-
dimensionality where the number of covariates far exceeds the number of observations. In this
thesis, we propose methods for high-dimensional complex data from three perspectives: Correlated
predictors, block-wise missing data, and heterogeneous mediation analysis.
1.1 Variable selection for highly correlated predictors
Variable selection plays an important role in model building when there are a large number of co-
variates. This is especially critical in high-dimensional data settings where the number of covari-
ates far exceeds the number of observations. It is common to assume sparsity in high-dimensional
model selection where the number of relevant covariates associated with the response is relatively
small, while the number of irrelevant ones is large. For high-dimensional data, traditional regu-
larization variable selection methods [93, 29, 122, 110, 121, 14, 112] are effective for achieving
model selection and parameter estimation simultaneously. However, they are not sign consistent
when the irrepresentable conditions [117] are violated, where the irrepresentable conditions as-
sume that correlations between relevant and irrelevant covariates are rather weak.
Indeed, the irrepresentable conditions could fail even when the dimension of parameters is fixed.
For example, in mediation analysis for identifying direct effects associated with a outcome variable
from exposure factors [90, 100], some factors strongly correlated with mediators (relevant covari-
ates) might have no presence in direct effects on the outcome. Although some modified methods
have been proposed to incorporate strongly correlated covariates, they either do not possess vari-
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able selection consistency [103, 68, 46, 11], or impose a more restrictive condition such as knowing
the true number of relevant covariates [55]. In particular, several existing methods [84, 38, 111, 49]
tend to group and select highly correlated relevant and irrelevant predictors together. [57] propose
to transform the design matrix so that the irrepresentable conditions are satisfied. However, after
the transformation, the error terms are no longer independent from each other. More importantly,
the model-based transformation is hard to interpret in practice.
For ultra-high dimensional data, covariates are likely to be correlated or spuriously highly cor-
related [34]. [32] propose sure independence screening based on the magnitude of the marginal
correlations. Nevertheless, marginal correlation screening is not effective for solving the spurious
correlation problem. Instead, partial correlation can be applied to resolve high dependency among
covariates, e.g., the Peter–Clark-simple (PC-simple) algorithm [10]. In addition, [21] introduce
tilted correlation to generalize the partial correlation, and [63, 58] incorporate inter-feature corre-
lations to improve detection of marginally weakly associated covariates. [8] utilizes a subagging
approach to avoid the irrepresentable conditions. [28] propose the factor adjusted decorrelation
method to decorrelate highly-correlated covariates through factor analysis.
Alternatively, the partial correlation approach measures each individual covariate effect after
removing other covariate effects [73, 10, 62, 89]. However, partial correlation is incapable of
capturing the strength of coefficients for relevant covariates. This motivates us to develop the new
Semi-standard PArtial Covariance (SPAC), which allows one to fully capture signal strength when
variables are highly correlated. One advantage of SPAC is to incorporate the magnitude of the
effect from a relevant covariate on the response while removing the effects from other covariates,
which is more powerful than the partial correlation approach in identifying relevant covariates.
In particular, the proposed SPAC method penalizes the semi-standard partial covariances instead
of partial correlations or coefficients alone. In contrast to traditional regularization methods, the
proposed method encourages the selection of covariates which are relevant to the response, but not
highly correlated to other covariates, while penalizing the selection of covariates that are irrele-
vant to the response but which are highly correlated with relevant covariates. In this chapter, we
establish model selection consistency for the SPAC penalization method with the Lasso penalty
(SPAC-Lasso) and the SCAD penalty (SPAC-SCAD) under regularity conditions. In addition, the
proposed method can handle both fixed-dimensional or high-dimensional variables with strong
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dependency between relevant and irrelevant covariates.
Our work has the following contributions. First, the proposed SPAC variable selection approach
can overcome the challenge where the covariates are strongly dependent on each other and the
irrepresentable conditions are violated. We show that the SPAC-Lasso and SPAC-SCAD are sign
consistent and applicable when the original irrepresentable conditions for the Lasso or SCAD
fail. Second, the proposed semi-standard partial covariance is more effective in acquiring signal
strength and thus more powerful in selecting relevant predictors than the traditional partial corre-
lation. Our numerical studies also confirm that the proposed SPAC method outperforms traditional
penalty-based variable selection methods and the PC-simple algorithm for highly dependent co-
variates.
1.2 Block-wise missing
We encounter multi-source or multi-modality data frequently in many real data applications. For
example, the Alzheimer’s Disease Neuroimaging Initiative (ADNI) data involve multisite longi-
tudinal observational data from elderly individuals with normal cognition (NC), mild cognitive
impairment (MCI), or Alzheimer’s Disease (AD) [70, 69]. The ADNI data contain multi-source
measurements: magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), florbetapir-fluorine-18 (AV-45) positron emis-
sion tomography (PET) imaging, fludeoxyglucose F 18 (FDG) PET imaging, biosamples, gene
expression, and demographic information. Such multi-source data are also common for electronic
medical record (EMR) systems adopted by most health care and medical facilities nowadays, which
contain diverse-source patient information, e.g., demographics, medication status, laboratory tests,
medical imaging and text notes.
However, blocks of variable information could be completely missing as there might be no need
or it might be infeasible to collect certain sources of information given other known variables.
E.g., patients might be either too healthy or too ill. For EMR systems, it could be due to lack of
information exchange or common practice between different medical facilities [67]. Block missing
variables cause a large fraction of subjects with certain sources missing, which could lead to biased
parameter estimation and inconsistent feature selection. Therefore, it is important to fully integrate
data from all complementary sources to improve model prediction and variable selection.
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The most common approach for handling missing data is to perform complete-case analysis
which removes observations with missing values and only utilizes the complete cases. However,
the complete-case method produces biased estimates when the missing is not completely at ran-
dom. The inverse probability weighting method [48] is able to reduce this bias via reweighting
the complete observations [82]; nevertheless, incomplete observations are still not fully utilized.
In real applications, such as the ADNI data, removing incomplete cases could incur a great loss
of information since complete cases only account for a small fraction of the data. Alternatively,
likelihood-based methods [42, 51, 17] can incorporate all observations. However, this relies on
specifying a known distribution which might not be available, and could be computationally in-
tractable if the number of missing variables is large.
Imputation [102, 64] is another widely-used approach to handle missing data. For example,
[12] propose a structured matrix completion (SMC) method through singular value decomposition
to recover a missing block under a low rank approximation assumption. However, the SMC im-
putes only one missing block at a time. [41] is capable of imputing all missing values through
matrix completion and then apply the adaptive Lasso [50, 120] to select variables. However, this
approach does not guarantee estimation consistency. Alternatively, multiple imputation [78] (MI)
is applicable for conducting variable selection, e.g., [18] propose a multiple imputation-least ab-
solute shrinkage and selection operator (MI-LASSO), and adopt the group Lasso [110] to detect
nonzero covariates. Furthermore, [106] and [102] select variables on combined multiple imputed
data. In addition, MI can be combined with bootstrapping techniques [45, 64, 66]. However, these
imputation methods are not effective for block-wise missing data.
Recently, several methods have been developed to target block-wise missing data. E.g., [109]
propose an incomplete multi-source feature learning (iMSF) method, which models different miss-
ing patterns separately and minimizes a combined loss function. In addition, [107] introduce an
incomplete source-feature selection (iSFS) model, utilizing shared parameters across all missing
patterns and imposing different weights on different data sources. However, the iSFS is unable
to provide coefficient estimation for all samples due to the different weighting strategy. Alter-
natively, the direct sparse regression procedure using covariance from multi-modality data (DIS-
COM) [108] estimates the covariance matrices among predictors and between the response and
predictors. However, the DISCOM only considers missing completely at random, which could be
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restrictive for missing not completely at random data.
The single regression imputation (SI) method [3, 116, 13, 35, 79] is another popular approach
which predicts missing values through regression using observed variables as predictors. Suppose
that the subjects from multi-source data are divided into groups according to their missing patterns.
For a group with a given missing block, the SI estimates association between missing variables
and observed variables within the group based on complete observations. However, in practice, the
complete observations might only account for a small fraction of the entire data.
To integrate information from the multi-source observed data we propose a Multiple Block-
wise Imputation (MBI) approach, incorporating not only the SI based on complete observations
but also imputations from incomplete observations. The additional imputations in MBI involve
fewer observed variables within a given missing group, but are able to integrate more observations
from multiple groups than the SI. Thus, the MBI can improve estimation and model selection
especially when the missing rate is high. In addition, the proposed method aggregates more groups
with different missing patterns to impute missing variables, which does not rely on the missing
completely at random assumption, and is capable of handling missing at random data.
Furthermore, we propose a new multiple block-wise imputation model selection method. Specif-
ically, we propose to construct estimating equations based on all possible missing patterns and
imputations, and integrate them through the generalized methods of moments (GMM) [44]. In
theory, we show that the proposed method has estimation and model selection consistency under
both fixed-dimensional and high-dimensional settings. Moreover, our estimator is asymptotically
more efficient than the SI estimator. Numerical studies and the ADNI data application also confirm
that the proposed method outperforms existing variable selection methods for block-wise missing
data in missing completely at random, missing at random, and informative missing scenarios.
In general, our work has the following major advantages. First, we are able to optimally combine
block-wise imputations of missing values from all missing pattern groups to improve estimation
efficiency and model selection consistency. Second, the proposed method is capable of handling
block-wise missing data which might not contain any complete observations, while most traditional
methods, including the matrix completion [12], require partial subjects to have fully completed
observations.
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1.3 Heterogeneous mediator selection
Causal mediation analysis aims to identify and explain the underlying relationship between an in-
dependent variable, a outcome, and mediator or intermediary variables. The independent variable
could have a direct causal effect on the outcome, while it could also influence the mediator vari-
able which in turn influences the outcome. Mediation analysis is widely used in social sciences to
understand mediating mechanisms of variables with scientific meanings. Moreover, after identify-
ing true mediators, we can prevent or facilitate the occurrence of outcome through controlling the
mediator variables, even when we cannot change the independent variable.
Causal mediation analysis is typically formulated under the framework of linear structural equa-
tion modeling (LSEM) [43], including mediator models and a outcome model. The mediator
models treat mediators as response variables and only have one predictor, that is, the independent
variable. The outcome model use the outcome variable as the response and treat all mediators
and the independent variable as covariates. [83] propose an exploratory mediation analysis ap-
proach via regularization, which first includes all potential predictors with the regularized struc-
tural equation modeling [54], selects mediators with nonzero specific indirect effect, and then refit
a structural equation modeling with only the selected mediators. [7] propose to test multiple me-
diators simultaneously while maintain a desired family wise error rate. However, they assume that
all the potential mediators are parallel and do not affect one another. [53] propose identifiabil-
ity assumptions and sensitivity analysis for causally related multiple mediators, while [56] extend
the assumptions and corresponding theoretical results to uncausally correlated multiple mediators.
[99] propose to incorporate treatment-mediator interactions and mediator-mediator interactions in
the outcome model.
To account for high-dimensional data, [119] consider mediation pathway selection for a large
number of causally dependent mediators, and propose a sparse mediation model using a regularized
SEM approach, which introduces a pathway Lasso penalty. The pathway Lasso penalty shrinks
estimate for pathway (mediation) effect of each mediator which is a product of coefficients, as well
as estimates for individual coefficients. In addition, [98] propose an exploratory coordinate-wise
mediation filter approach, which considers correlated mediator and applies a decision function to
each mediator conditional on the set of currently selected mediators. They utilize the Sobel test
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Figure 1.1: Heterogeneous mediation
[86], which tests significance of mediation effect (product of coefficients) under linear regression
models, as a decision function. Moreover, [115] consider high-dimensional mediation effects in
a DNA methylation (DNAm) study. Specifically, they first adopt the sure independent screening
(SIS) [32] to screen potential mediators, then utilize the minimax concave penalty (MCP) [113]
to estimate coefficients of potential mediators which are screened out, and finally conduct a joint
significant test based on the MCP estimate to identify significant mediators.
However, these approaches do not consider heterogeneity in mediation effects. Mediators in
different types of sub-populations could be different or have different effects on the outcome. For
example, as illustrated in Figure 1.1, we treat trauma as an independent variable, Post-Traumatic
Stress Disorder CheckList (PCL) score as a outcome, and DNAm probes as mediator variables.
The trauma variable has positive effect on DNAm mediators, and the mediators also have positive
effects on PCL score in the first sub-population. In contrast, effects in the second sub-population
are all negative. If we analyze these mediators homogeneously, the mediators are hard to be iden-
tified since the effects could be canceled out. [74] develop a weighting method to identify and
estimate site-specific heterogeneous direct and indirect effects, which adopts inverse-probability-
of-treatment weight [76] and ratio-of-mediator-probability weighting [47] in each site to relax
treatment and mediator assumptions. Nevertheless, the method is not applicable in general es-
pecially when the sub-populations are hidden. [26] propose a Bayesian mixture model, which
combines likelihood functions based on two different outcome models to incorporate heterogene-
ity, and computes the probability that a specific respondent follows a mediated path. However,
they only consider one single mediator variable.
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In this chapter, we propose a new mediator selection method, which can identify sub-populations
and select mediators in each sub-population from high-dimensional data simultaneously. Specifi-
cally, we utilize the sum of squared residuals of a subject in mediator models and outcome model
of a sub-population as a distance between the subject and the sub-population. For each subject, we
find the smallest distance between this subject and all the sub-populations to determine which sub-
population the subject should belong to. We estimate parameters for each sub-population based on
subjects which are identified in the sub-population. We iteratively identify subjects and estimate
parameters in each sub-population. On the other hand, we allow to detect homogeneous predictors
through fused Lasso penalty between parameters of each predictor in different sub-populations.
To select mediators instead of just variables, we propose a new joint penalty which penalizes
effect from the independent variable to a mediator (independent-mediator effect) and effect from
the mediator to the outcome (mediator-outcome effect) together. The penalization decreases when
at least one of independent-mediator effect and mediator-outcome effect is large, which is inspired
by the fact that the mediation effect increases when at least one of the two effects increases.
To implement the proposed method, we propose a difference of convex-smooth gradient de-
scent (DC-SmGD) algorithm. Specifically, we approximate the proposed non-convex objective
function through a series of convex functions, replace the non-smooth fused Lasso penalty by a
smooth approximation function, and minimize the approximated objective function via gradient




Semi-standard partial covariance variable selection
The chapter is organized as follows. In Section 2.1, we introduce the background and framework
for the penalized variable selection. In Section 2.2, we propose the SPAC method with the Lasso,
adaptive Lasso, and SCAD penalties. In Section 2.3, we establish the theoretical properties of the
SPAC-Lasso and SPAC-SCAD. In Section 2.4, the implementation and corresponding algorithm
are illustrated. Sections 2.5 and 2.6 provide numerical studies through simulations and a real gene
data application.
2.1 Background and Notation
In this section, we provide the notation and background for the variable selection methods. Con-
sider a linear regression model setting,
y = Xβ + ε, (2.1)




n × p random design matrix, β = (β1, . . . , βp) is a vector of coefficients, and ε ∼ N(0, σ2εIn)
uncorrelated with X . Here Xj is the j-th column (j-th covariate), and xi is the i-th row (i-th
sample) of X . Each row of X is an independent sample from p covariates X = (X1, . . . , Xp).
Suppose that X has a joint distribution with mean 0 and covariance matrix C, where C is a p by
p positive definite matrix. Let D = (dij) = C−1 be the precision matrix. Throughout the entire
chapter, we assume that all the columns ofX (covariates) are standardized withXTj Xj = n, mean∑n
i=1 xij = 0, and (C)jj = 1 for j = 1, . . . , p, where (C)jj is the j-th diagonal element of the
covariance matrix C.
The model in (2.1) is assumed to be “sparse,” that is, the majority of covariates are irrelevant to
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the response and the corresponding coefficients are zero. Let 1 ≤ q ≤ p be the number of relevant
covariates where the true coefficients are non-zero, and βi = 0 if and only if i > q. Let θj and
ρj be the partial covariance and partial correlation between the response variable Y and Xj , that
is, ρj = Corr(εY , εj) and θj = Var(εY , εj), where εY and εj are the prediction errors of Y and
Xj based on X−j = {Xk : 1 ≤ k ≤ p, k 6= j}, respectively. Let Σ = Cov(Y,X1, . . . , Xp), and
Σ−1 = (σij) where i, j ∈ {y, 1, 2, . . . , p}.
Due to the sparsity assumption of the model, penalized least squares regression methods can
be applied to select relevant covariates, where the penalized least squares estimator is obtained








where ‖ · ‖ is the Euclidean norm and pλ(·) is a penalty function with a tuning parameter λ. For
example, the Lasso penalty has the following form:
pLasso,λ(β) = λ|β|. (2.3)




λ|β| if 0 ≤ |β| ≤ λ
aλ|β|−0.5(|β|2+λ2)
a−1 if λ < |β| ≤ aλ
λ2(a2−1)
2(a−1) if |β| > aλ,
(2.4)
for some a > 2, produces unbiased estimation for large coefficients. In addition, the adaptive Lasso
penalty improves the Lasso through weighting the penalty function. However, these methods are
not applicable when relevant and irrelevant covariates are highly correlated.
2.2 A Variable Selection Method for Correlated Predictors
In this section, we propose a semi-standard partial covariance (SPAC) model selection method to
improve selection consistency when the covariates are highly correlated. The notion of partial
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correlation is applicable if there are strong correlations between irrelevant covariates and relevant
covariates.
Under the normality assumption:
(Y,X1, . . . , Xp)
T ∼ N(0,Σ), (2.5)
the partial correlation and covariance between the response variable and the j-th covariate are
ρj = Corr(Y,Xj|X−j) and θj = Var(Y,Xj|X−j), respectively. Since ρj = βj
√
σyy/σjj [73],
βj = 0 is equivalent to ρj = 0 for j = 1, . . . , p. Therefore identifying nonzero partial correlations
corresponds to a model selection. Let sj =
√
Var(Y |X−j) (1 ≤ j ≤ p) be the standard deviation
of Y conditional on X−j . It can be shown in Lemma 1 that










is an increasing function of the partial correlation ρj , which implies that sj is larger for relevant
covariates than for irrelevant covariates. In addition, s2j incorporates the strength of the coefficient
βj , and thus is a good measure for relevant covariates. To utilize both ρj and sj , we provide the
following definition.
Definition 1. The semi-standard partial covariance (SPAC) between the response Y and covariate
Xj is γj = ρjsj, for j = 1, . . . , p.
We illustrate the difference between SPAC and partial correlation in the following example.
Assume that p = 2, q = 1, and X1 and X2 are correlated. Figure 2.1 plots X1, X2, and y using
sample data. Since X1 is a relevant and X2 is an irrelevant covariate, the true γ1 is nonzero but γ2
is zero. The estimated γ̂2 is not exactly zero due to sample variation, as shown in the right graph.
The bold lines in the left graph are residuals of projections from y andX1 ontoX2. The estimated
SPAC γ̂1 is the scalar projection from the residuals of y onto the residuals ofX1, while the partial
correlation between X1 and y is the cosine of the angle between the residuals of y and of X1. In
contrast to the partial correlation, γ̂1 contains an additional term ŝ1 which is the Euclidean norm
of the residuals of the projection from y onto X2. Similarly, in the right graph, ŝ2 is the length of
the residuals of the projection from y onto X1. Since ŝ2 is the noise variation but ŝ1 is increasing
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in the signal coefficient β1, ŝ1 should be larger than ŝ2, which contributes to the fact that γ̂1 > γ̂2.
The association between SPACs and coefficients β in (2.1) is provided in the lemma below.
Lemma 1. Under the normality assumption (2.5), βj = −σyj/σyy = γj
√
djj and s2j = β
2
j /djj +
σ2ε , for j = 1, . . . , p.
Figure 2.1: Illustrations of SPAC and partial correlation whenX1 andX2 are correlated

















where Rj is the coefficient of the multiple correlation between Xj and all other covariates. Tradi-
tional variable selection methods, such as the Lasso, are likely to select irrelevant covariates which
are highly correlated with relevant covariates. To overcome the biased variable selection problem,
we propose to encourage the selection of covariates that are important to the response but which
are not correlated or weakly correlated with other covariates, and to screen out correlated but ir-
relevant covariates through penalizing SPACs. In the following, we substitute the coefficients β in
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where pλ is a penalty function with a tuning parameter λ, and d̂ = (d̂11, . . . , d̂pp) is a consistent
estimator of d = (d11, . . . , dpp). Note that replacing β with γ leads to a new design matrix X∗ =
(X1
√
d̂11, . . . ,Xp
√
d̂pp) for γ, where the j-th column has squared Euclidean norm d̂jjXTj Xj =
d̂jjn, which leads to different weighting of the penalizations of SPACs. Since the SPAC of each
covariate is equally important, we reweight the penalization via multiplying the penalty term of the




Once we obtain the SPAC estimator γ̂, the coefficients β can be estimated through β̂ = (γ̂1
√
d̂11,
. . . , γ̂p
√
d̂pp) based on Lemma 1.
In the following, we discuss the proposed SPAC method under the Lasso, the adaptive Lasso, and
the SCAD penalty functions, respectively. Specifically, in Example 1, the L1 penalty is imposed
to perform variable selection based on estimated SPACs. However, it is well-known that the Lasso
shrinkage produces biased estimation for selected non-zero signals. To diminish this bias, we also
implement the adaptive Lasso and SCAD penalty functions in Examples 2 and 3, respectively. The
estimators provided in Examples 1–3 are referred to as SPAC-Lasso, SPAC-ALasso, and SPAC-
SCAD respectively, which will be compared with the original Lasso, adaptive Lasso, and SCAD
estimators in our numerical studies.



















Example 2. Next we consider the adaptive Lasso penalty. Suppose that γ̂0 = (γ̂01, . . . , γ̂0p) is a
















where µ > 0 is a tuning parameter. Consequently, the corresponding SPAC estimator with the




Example 3. Similarly, we can adopt the SCAD penalty in (2.4). The loss function (2.7) associated


















In this section, we show that under regularity conditions, the SPAC-Lasso and SPAC-SCAD have
variable selection consistency. In high-dimensional settings, the variable selection consistency of
the Lasso, adaptive Lasso, and SCAD methods requires that correlations between relevant and
irrelevant covariates are relatively small compared with correlations among relevant covariates
[117, 50, 60, 33]. The proposed SPAC approach removes correlation effects from other covari-
ates to achieve model selection consistency when relevant and irrelevant covariates are strongly
correlated and the irrepresentable conditions fail.
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Following similar notation as in [117], γ̂ =s γ if and only if sign(γ̂) = sign(γ). The estimator




P (γ̂(λn) =s γ) = 1.
The estimator γ̂ is general sign consistent if
lim
n→∞
P (there exists λ ≥ 0 such that γ̂(λ) =s γ) = 1.
Note that the strong sign consistency can imply general sign consistency.
In the following, we show that the two consistencies are related to several similar conditions.
Define γ(1) = (γ1, . . . , γq)T and γ(2) = (γq+1, . . . , γp)T , representing the SPAC of relevant
covariates X(1) and irrelevant covariates X(2), respectively, where X(1) and X(2) are the first
q and last p − q columns of X , respectively. The sample covariance matrix of X is denoted
by Ĉ = XTX/n, which is an estimator of the true covariance matrix C. We assume that the
diagonal elements of the Ĉ and C are all 1’s as the covariates are pre-standardized. Therefore the





















With a given d̂, we can rescale the design matrix and treat d̂jjγj (1 ≤ j ≤ p) as new coeffi-
cients, so the optimization problem (2.11) is equivalent to the optimization problem of Lasso with
a rescaled design matrixX∗ = (X1/
√
d̂11, . . . ,Xp/
√
d̂pp), where d̂ is a consistent estimator of d.
LetV (1) be the diagonal matrix diag{
√
1/d11, . . . ,
√
1/dqq},V (2) = diag{
√




and V = diag{V (1),V (2)}. The consistent estimator of V is

















Consequently,X∗ = XV̂ .
We define the following conditions based on the transformed design matrix:
(C1) Strong irrepresentable condition for SPAC-Lasso: There exists a positive constant vec-
tor η such that
|V̂ (2)Ĉ21(Ĉ11)−1V̂ (1)−1 sign(β(1))| ≤ 1− η,
where 1 is a (p−q)-dimensional vector of 1’s, |·|means taking the absolute value for each element,
and the inequality holds element-wise.
(C2) Weak irrepresentable condition for SPAC-Lasso:
|V̂ (2)Ĉ21(Ĉ11)−1V̂ (1)−1 sign(β(1))| ≤ 1,
where the inequality holds element-wise.
(C3) Strong irrepresentable condition for SPAC-SCAD: There exists a positive constant vec-
tor η such that
Pλ∗n(hmin)‖V̂ (2)Ĉ
21(Ĉ11)−1V̂ (1)−1‖∞ ≤ 1− η,
where Pλ∗n(·) = p′SCAD,λ∗n(·)/λ
∗
n, hmin = min
1≤j≤qn




Conditions (C1) and (C2) are required for the sign consistency of the SPAC-Lasso, while Con-
dition (C3) is required for the SPAC-SCAD. Condition (C3) is weaker than Condition (C1) when
signals are strong since the SCAD penalty gradually levels off. Condition (C2) is also slightly
weaker than Condition (C1). The above three conditions are modified from the original irrepre-
sentable conditions proposed in [117, 33]. However, the modified conditions are rather different
from the original ones in that the proposed Conditions (C1)–(C3) are based on the random design
framework, while the original irrepresentable conditions are derived from a deterministic design.
More importantly, the proposed conditions are more robust than the original ones for highly cor-
related covariates, in the sense that Conditions (C1)–(C3) still hold for cases where the original
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irrepresentable conditions fail. We will provide examples in Section 2.3.3.
2.3.1 Model selection consistency for fixed p and q
In this subsection, we assume that p, q, β, C, and γ are all constant as n → ∞. In addition, we
assume a regularity condition:
(C4) The E(X4j ) is finite for j = 1, . . . , p.
Condition (C4) assumes existence for the fourth moment of the covariates. This condition is au-
tomatically satisfied under normality or with an appropriate tail distribution, e.g., the sub-Gaussian
distribution.
The following theorem indicates that, under the regularity Condition (C4), with an appropriate
estimator of d, we can achieve strong sign consistency if the strong irrepresentable condition for
SPAC-Lasso (C1) holds with probability tending to 1.
Theorem 1 (Strong sign consistency of SPAC-Lasso). For p, q, and γ independent of n, under
the regularity Condition (C4), suppose that λn/n → 0, λn/n
1+c
2 → ∞ with 0 ≤ c < 1. Further
assume that there exists a constant κ1 > 0 such that max1≤j≤qn
√
d̂jj < κ1, and that Condition
(C1) holds with probability 1 − o(exp(−nc)). Then the SPAC-Lasso is strongly sign consistent,
that is,
P (γ̂Lasso(λn, d̂) =s γ) = 1− o(exp(−nc)).
Theorem 1 indicates that the probability of SPAC-Lasso selecting the true model approaches 1
exponentially fast, if Condition (C1) and some regularity conditions hold. The condition on the
estimator d̂ is satisfied if we utilize the diagonal elements of the sample precision matrix. Theorem
5, provided in the supplementary material, states that Condition (C2) is necessary for general sign
consistency. Therefore, Conditions (C1) and (C2) are almost necessary and sufficient for the sign
consistency of the SPAC-Lasso in general.
The following Condition (C5) assumes that the first and second derivatives of the SCAD penalty
converge to zero. It is a typical condition for λn in the SCAD penalty, and can be satisfied when
λn → 0.
(C5) The SCAD penalty satisfies that maxj{p′SCAD,λn(|γj|) : γj 6= 0} = O(n
−1/2+δ) for some
0 < δ < 1/2 and maxj{p′′SCAD,λn(|γj|) : γj 6= 0} → 0 as n→∞.
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Theorem 2 below demonstrates the estimation and strong sign consistency of the SPAC-SCAD
under Condition (C5).
Theorem 2 (Strong sign consistency of SPAC-SCAD). For p, q,C and γ independent of n, under
the regularity Conditions (C4) and (C5), suppose that λnn
1−c
2 → ∞ with 0 ≤ c < 1, and let d̂
be the diagonal elements of (XTX/n)−1. Then there exist constants K0, c0 > 0 such that, the
following properties hold with probability at least 1− o(exp(−nc0)):
(1) There exists a local minimizer γ̂SCAD(λn, d̂) of LSCAD(γ, d̂) satisfying
‖γ̂SCAD − γ‖2 ≤ K0n−1/2+δ,
and the corresponding estimator of coefficients β̂ = V̂ −1γ̂SCAD satisfies
‖β̂ − β‖2 ≤ K0n−1/2+δ.
(2) Strong sign consistency: γ̂SCAD =s γ.
As shown in Theorem 2, the estimator of SPAC-SCAD is almost root-n consistent and selects
the true model with probability tending to 1, exponentially. The above theorem does not require
any irrepresentable condition since the dimension of coefficients is fixed and the SCAD penalty
becomes a constant when the coefficients are large compared to the tuning parameter.
Next we extend the properties from the fixed-dimensional p and q to diverging dimensions. We
show that Condition (C1) (or (C3)) still implies the strong sign consistency of SPAC-Lasso (or
SPAC-SCAD) for diverging p and q.
2.3.2 Model selection consistency for diverging p and q
In this subsection, we consider cases when p and q increase as n increases, that is, p = pn and
q = qn. Since the dimensions of β and C = Cn diverge as n grows, we require the following
regularity conditions.
(C6) For some constants 0 < κ3 < κ0 < 1/2, 0 < κ2 ≤ 1/2 + κ3 − 2κ0, log pn = O(n1−2κ0),
qn = O(n
κ2), hmin ≥ n−κ3 log n.
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Condition (C6) allows the number of covariates to grow exponentially, but requires a lower
bound of β similar to [117, 104].
To simplify statements, we introduce the following notations for limiting behaviors of sequences
with certain probability. A function g1(n) satisfies g1(n) = O
(δ)
p (g2(n)) if and only if there exists
a constant M > 0 such that |g1(n)| ≤ Mg2(n) with probability at least 1− O(n−δ), where δ > 0.
Similarly, g1(n) = o
(δ)
p (g2(n)) if and only if for any ε > 0 there exists a constant N such that for
all n ≥ N , |g1(n)| ≤ εg2(n) with probability at least 1−O(n−δ).
(C7) For δ = 1 − κ2, λmin(Ĉ11n ) > 0, ‖(Ĉ11n )−1‖∞ = O
(δ)








p (nκ0−1(log n)−1), max1≤j≤qn d̂jj = O
(δ)





where λmin denotes the smallest eigenvalue of a matrix and bn is a function of n.




Under Conditions (C6) and (C7), we show the estimation and strong sign consistency of the SPAC-
Lasso.
Theorem 3 (Strong sign consistency of SPAC-Lasso under high dimensionality). If Conditions
(C6) and (C7) are satisfied, and Condition (C1) holds with probability at least 1 − O(n−δ), then
we have the following properties for the minimization of LLasso(γ, d̂) in (2.10) with probability at
least 1−O(n−δ):
(1) There exists a strict local minimizer γ̂Lasso such that γ̂Lasso =s γ.
(2) The corresponding estimator of coefficients β̂ = V̂ −1γ̂Lasso satisfies
‖β̂ − β‖∞ = O(n−κ3 log n).
As shown in Theorem 3, when the number of covariates grows exponentially, the SPAC-Lasso
can still select the true model, and the estimators corresponding to selected variables converge to
the true β with probability tending to 1 if Condition (C1) is satisfied. Note that Condition (C1)
is still valid even when the irrepresentable condition for Lasso is violated. We illustrate some
examples in Section 2.3.3.
(C8) For some constants 0 < κ0, κ3 < 1/2, 0 < κ2 ≤ κ3 − κ0, log pn = O(n1−2κ0), qn =
O(nκ2), hmin ≥ n−κ3 log n.
(C9) For δ = 1 − κ2, λmin(Ĉ11n ) > (a − 1)−1, ‖(Ĉ11n )−1‖∞ = O
(δ)





−κ3 log n), 1/λn = O
(δ)
p (nκ0 log




p (log n), where bn =
o(n1/2−κ3
√
log n) and λ∗n = λn max1≤j≤qn
√
d̂jj .
Condition (C8) is similar to Condition (C6). In Condition (C9), the lower bound for eigenvalues




and d̂ in Condition (C9) are satisfied for exchangeable or AR-1 structures. The tuning parameter





Theorem 4 (Strong sign consistency of SPAC-SCAD under high dimensionality). Under Condi-
tions (C8) and (C9), suppose that Condition (C3) holds with probability at least 1−O(n−δ). Then
we have the following properties for the minimization of LSCAD(γ, d̂) in (2.14) with probability at
least 1−O(n−δ):
(1) There exists a strict local minimizer γ̂SCAD such that γ̂SCAD =s γ.
(2) The corresponding estimator of coefficients β̂ = V̂ −1γ̂SCAD satisfies
‖β̂ − β‖∞ = O(n−κ3 log n).
Similarly to Condition (C1) for SPAC-Lasso, Condition (C3) is able to accommodate highly
correlated covariates when the irrepresentable condition for SCAD method [33] fails. Moreover,
Condition (C3) is weaker than Condition (C1) since the SCAD penalty can be relaxed when signals
are strong.
2.3.3 Correlation structures satisfying the sufficient conditions
The proposed Conditions (C1)–(C3) are more general and less restrictive than the original irrepre-
sentable conditions for highly correlated data, in the sense that they are still valid for cases where
the original irrepresentable conditions do not hold. In this subsection, we illustrate several exam-








and suppose thatCn is a submatrix ofCn+1 as the dimension increases. For the block-exchangeable
structure,
(C11n )i,j =
 1 i = jα1 i 6= j , (C22n )i,j =
 1 i = jα3 i 6= j , (C12n )i,j = α2.








n )i,j = α
|i−(q+j)|
2 ,
where α1, α2, and α3 are unknown constants. Let mn = |
∑qn
i=1 sign(βi)| = |
∑qn
i=1 sign(γi)|, L̄ and
L be the superior limit and inferior limit of qn/mn, respectively. Then mn ≤ qn.
Proposition 1. Suppose that the covariance matrix Cn is of the form in (2.17) with α1, α3 ∈
(−1, 1) and mn, qn, pn − qn →∞ as n→∞. Then
|C21n (C11n )−1 sign(β(1))| ≥ 1 for sufficiently large n (2.18)
if |α2| > α1L̄. Conversely, (2.18) implies |α2| ≥ α1L̄ ≥ α1, α3 ≥ |α2|, and
|V (2)C21n (C11n )−1V (1)−1 sign(β(1))| < |C21n (C11n )−1 sign(β(1))| (2.19)
for sufficiently large n.
Proposition 2. Under the conditions of Proposition 1, if
‖C21n (C11n )−1‖∞Pλ(hmin) ≥ 1 for sufficiently large n, (2.20)
then α3 ≥ |α2| ≥ α1, and
‖V (2)C21n (C11n )−1V (1)−1‖∞Pλ(hmin) < ‖C21n (C11n )−1‖∞Pλ(hmin) (2.21)
for sufficiently large n.
When the weak irrepresentable condition of the Lasso method fails for large n, the inequality
(2.18) holds since |Ĉ21n (Ĉ11n )−1 sign(β(1))| is close to |C21n (C11n )−1 sign(β(1))|. Similarly, the
inequality (2.20) is implied by the failure of the original irrepresentable condition [33] for the
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SCAD method. Then by Propositions 1 and 2, the failure of the original irrepresentable conditions
for large n implies that correlations between irrelevant covariates are the strongest among the
correlations of all covariates, followed by correlations between relevant and irrelevant covariates.
It also implies that the inequalities (2.19) and (2.21) hold, indicating that Conditions (C1) and (C3)
can still be valid when the left-hand sides of (2.19) and (2.21) are sufficiently close to the left-hand
sides in Conditions (C1) and (C3), respectively, for large n. A good estimator of d is necessary to
ensure that they are sufficiently close. We can adopt the diagonal elements of the sample precision
matrix for fixed p and q as in Theorem 2; and utilize the diagonal elements of the precision matrix
estimator proposed by [19] for diverging pn and qn.
The following corollaries provide sufficient conditions for the SPAC-Lasso being strongly sign
consistent when the true covariance matrix is block-exchangeable or block AR-1 in (2.17). In
Corollaries 1, 2, and 3, d̂ are the diagonal elements of the precision matrix estimator proposed by
[19] with n truncated Neumann series terms, and suppose that rows of X follow a sub-Gaussian
distribution.
Corollary 1 (Strong sign consistency under block-exchangeable structure). Suppose that the con-
ditions of Proposition 1 and Conditions (C6), (C7) are satisfied with κ2 < κ0. If there exists a
positive constant η such that





then the SPAC-Lasso possesses strong sign consistency and the estimator β̂ = V̂ −1γ̂Lasso is con-
sistent, when qn and pn − qn increase as n→∞.
Under the block-exchangeable structure with large n, the original weak irrepresentable condition
holds for large α1. However, the Lasso is not sign consistent when α1 < |α2|/L̄ ≤ |α2| by
Proposition 1. On the other hand, Corollary 1 shows that the SPAC-Lasso can still be strongly sign
consistent as long as α3 is large enough, even when |α1| is small. Corollary 3 in the supplementary
material provides similar results for SPAC-SCAD, illustrating its strong sign consistency under
block-exchangeable correlation structure.
Corollary 2 (Strong sign consistency under block AR-1 structure). Under Conditions (C6), (C7),
suppose thatCn is block AR-1 with α1, α2, α3 ∈ (0, 1), and that qn, pn−qn increase as n increases.
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If (2.18) holds, then α2 > α1, and the SPAC-Lasso is strongly sign consistent when there exists a










(1 + α1)(1− α2)
≤ 1− η. (2.23)
Under block AR-1 structure, Corollary 2 demonstrates that the failure of the original weak ir-
representable condition also implies strong correlations between relevant and irrelevant covari-
ates. Moreover, when the weak irrepresentable condition of the Lasso does not hold, the proposed
SPAC-Lasso can still be strongly sign consistent as long as the α3 is sufficiently large. This result
is consistent with that in the block-exchangeable example.
In the following, we provide another sufficient condition for the strong irrepresentable conditions
of SPAC-Lasso and SPAC-SCAD when the correlation structure does not have a specific form.
Denote Cn = (cij)p×p with cij ≥ 0, and vj = (c1j, . . . , cj−1j, cj+1j, . . . , cpj)T for 1 ≤ j ≤ p,
that is, vj is the j-th column of Cn with the j-th entry removed. Let Cn,i be the submatrix of Cn
by removing the i-th row and i-th column with the smallest and the largest eigenvalues λmin,i and
λmax,i. Denote the largest angle between vi and any column vector in Cn,i by ϕi.
Proposition 3 (Unstructured covariance matrix). Suppose that
0 ≤ 1− ‖vj‖
2
2/λmax,j
1− ‖vi‖22/λmax,i − ‖vi‖22 sin2 ϕi/λmin,i
< g2n (2.24)
holds for all i ∈ {1, . . . , qn} and j ∈ {qn + 1, . . . , pn} with gn = (1 − η)/‖C21n (C11n )−1‖∞ for
some η > 0, then ‖V (2)C21n (C11n )−1V (1)−1‖∞ ≤ 1− η.
Proposition 3 indicates that for each pair of irrelevant and relevant covariates, if other covariates
are sufficiently more correlated with the irrelevant covariate than the relevant one, then Conditions
(C1) and (C3) hold when the Ĉn and d̂ are sufficiently close toCn and d, respectively, in a matrix
norm. Therefore, the SPAC-Lasso and SPAC-SCAD can still have strong sign consistency even




In this section, we provide the detailed algorithms for the proposed SPAC-Lasso, SPAC-ALasso,
and SPAC-SCAD. We first estimate the diagonal elements d of precision matrix D. In finite-
dimensional settings, we apply the sample precision matrix for the diagonal elements:
d̂jj = ((n
−1XTX)−1)jj, j = 1, . . . , p. (2.25)




‖(In − n−11n1Tn )XB̂j‖2)−1, j = 1, . . . , p, (2.26)
where In is an n× n identity matrix, 1n is a vector from Rn with all the entries equal to 1, and B̂j
is the i-th column of p× p matrix B̂ calculated by the square-root Lasso [4]:
B̂ = argmin
B∈Rp×p,Bjj=1
{‖XB‖2,1 + λd‖B‖1,1}, (2.27)
where λd is a penalization parameter. Suppose that M = (mT1 , . . . ,m
T
n1
)T = (mij) is an











ij . To obtain the residual variance estimator d̂, we apply the DESP
package (http://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/DESP/index.html) in R with λd =
√
2 log p/n.
This universal choice for λd has been proven to possess good theoretical and empirical properties
[88].
For the SPAC-ALasso, since γj = βj/
√
djj (1 ≤ j ≤ p), to obtain an initial value γ̂0 we
require an initial estimator β̂0. In low-dimensional settings, we compute the ordinary least squares
(OLS) of β as the initial estimator β̂0. In high-dimensional cases, we apply the SPAC-Lasso for
variable selection and employ the OLS to estimate the coefficients for the submodel selected by
the SPAC-Lasso. Thus, the initial estimator β̂0 consists of OLS estimators for selected covariates
and zeros for non-selected covariates. Then γ̂0 is calculated by γ̂0,j = β̂0,j/
√
djj (1 ≤ j ≤ p). In
this chapter, we use µ = 1 in the penalized loss function (2.12), and compare the SPAC-ALasso to
the adaptive Lasso with µ = 1.
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Algorithm 1 (SPAC-SCAD)
1. Set l = 1. Set initial values γ(0), and the tuning parameters λ and a.
2. Estimate d̂ using (2.25) or (2.26) for j = 1, . . . , p.







4. For j = 1, . . . , p, estimate γ(l)j as follows:
(a) Calculate zj using (2.31);
(b) Calculate γ(l)j = γ̂SCAD(zj, λ, a) using (2.30);















The coordinate descent algorithm [39, 9] is used to obtain the solutions of the SPAC-Lasso,
SPAC-ALasso, and SPAC-SCAD. We illustrate it with univariate solutions first. Consider p = 1
with an unpenalized least squares solution z = XTy/(n
√
d̂). For this simple linear regression
problem, the SPAC-Lasso estimator has a closed form:
γ̂Lasso(z, λ) = sign(z)(|z| − λ)+; (2.28)
the SPAC-ALasso estimator is




and the SPAC-SCAD estimator is
γ̂SCAD(z, λ, a) =

sign(z)(|z| − λ)+ if |z| ≤ 2λ
{(a− 1)z − sign(z)aλ}/(a− 2) if 2λ < |z| ≤ aλ
z if |z| > aλ.
(2.30)
In multivariate cases, the univariate solutions can be employed by the coordinate descent algo-
rithm to obtain the coordinate-wise minimizer of the objective function. However, the role of the
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unpenalized solution z is now played by the unpenalized solution to the regression of Xj’s partial







γ∗ = (γ∗1 , . . . , γ
∗
p) are the most recent updated values of γ. Thus, at the j-th step of iteration l, the


















i . The unpenalized solution zj is used in the algorithms of the
SPAC-Lasso, SPAC-ALasso, and SPAC-SCAD.
Algorithm 1 is a complete algorithm of SPAC-SCAD using (2.30). Note that estimation of
diagonal elements inD is carried out in step 2, and the coordinate descent method is performed in
step 4. The algorithms of the SPAC-Lasso and SPAC-ALasso are similar to Algorithm 1, except
that γ̂SCAD is replaced by γ̂Lasso and γ̂ALasso in (2.28) and (2.29), respectively.
2.5 Simulations
In this section, we provide simulation studies to compare the proposed method using the Lasso,
adaptive Lasso and SCAD penalty with the traditional model selection approaches. We simulate
data from linear models, Y = Xβ + N(0, σ2εIn) using 100 replicates, whereX is a n× p design
matrix and β is a p× 1 coefficient vector. The first q elements of β are nonzero, and the remaining
elements are zero. The nonzero coefficients vary between 0.4 to 1, so we can examine the per-
formance of these methods at different signal strength levels. Each row of X is independent and
identical from a distribution with a covariance matrix C of the form in (2.17) with the parameters
α = (α1, α2, α3)
T .
We apply the coordinate descent algorithm to implement the Lasso, adaptive Lasso, and SCAD.
Since the purpose of the proposed method is to provide model selection consistency when the tradi-
tional methods fail, we first check whether the original weak irrepresentable condition is satisfied or
not for the covariates selected by Lasso. If the weak irrepresentable condition is violated, we adopt
the proposed SPAC-Lasso, SPAC-ALasso, and SPAC-SCAD; otherwise, the standard Lasso, adap-
tive Lasso, and SCAD can still be applicable. The PC-simple algorithm is computed with a signifi-
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cance level 0.05 using the R package "pcalg" (https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/pcalg/index.html).
In each penalty-based method, the tuning parameter λ is selected by the extended BIC (EBIC)
which is effective for small n but large p [16]. For the SCAD and SPAC-SCAD, we choose a = 3.7
[29]. For the adaptive Lasso, we first apply the estimator from Lasso as the initial value β̂0, and















We calculate the false negative and false positive rates by:
∑p
j=1 I(β̂j = 0, βj 6= 0)∑p
j=1 I(βj 6= 0)
, and
∑p
j=1 I(β̂j 6= 0, βj = 0)∑p
j=1 I(βj = 0)
,
respectively, where I(·) is the indicator function. The false negative rate (FNR) is the proportion
of the number of non-selected relevant covariates to the number of all relevant covariates in the
true model, and the false positive rate (FPR) is the proportion of the number of selected irrelevant
covariates to the number of all irrelevant covariates in the true model. It is evident that a method
has better model selection performance if the overall FPR and FNR are smaller. Tables 2.1–2.3
provides the means of the FNR and FPR calculated based on 100 replications from the above meth-
ods under the following settings.
Setting 1: Let p = 250, q = 5, σ2ε = 1, and n = 80. The five relevant predictors have the same
signal strength βs, where βs is 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, or 1. The parameters α = (α1, α2, α3)T are
set to be (0.2, 0.4, 0.8)T , (0.3, 0.5, 0.8)T , or (0.5, 0.7, 0.9)T .
Setting 2: The same as Setting 1, except that p = 500, q = 6 and n = 100.
Setting 3: Let p = 250, q = 5, σ2ε = 1, and n = 80. The signal strength βs is 0.4, 0.5, 0.6,
or 0.7. Let XA denote 62 binary variables including two relevant covariates, and XB denote
188 continuous variables containing three relevant covariates. Let C be the covariance matrix of
X , where CAA = Var(XA), CAB = Cov(XA,XB) and CBB = Var(XB). We first generate
Z1 ∼ N(0,Σ1) and Z2 ∼ N(0,Σ2), where Σ1 = sin(π2C
AA), Σ2 = CBB − CBAH , and
H = (CAA)−1CAB. Then we let XA = sign(Z1) and XB = sign(Z1)H +Z2. The parameters
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α = (α1, α2, α3)
T in C are set to be (0.2, 0.4, 0.8)T or (0.3, 0.5, 0.8)T .
Setting 4: Let p = 150, q = 10, σ2ε = 1, and the sample size n = 80. The signal strength βs is
0.2, 0.3, 0.5, or 0.7. The parameters α = (α1, α2, α3)T are (0.2, 0.4, 0.8)T or (0.8, 0.5, 0.3)T .
In Settings 1–3, the correlations among relevant covariates are relatively weak compared with
the correlations between the relevant covariates and the irrelevant covariates. Thus, the original
irrepresentable conditions do not hold in these settings. However, Condition (C1) holds in all these
settings since the correlations among irrelevant covariates are relatively large (e.g., α3 = 0.8).
Setting 4 investigates situations where the original irrepresentable conditions hold or when the
weak irrepresentable condition of the Lasso is not satisfied. In the supplementary material, we also
provide simulation settings with various signal strengths of β.
In addition, we allow other structures of correlation matrices satisfying Condition (C1). Let
p = 150 and q = 10. We generate a p× p matrixA = (aij) with aij ∼ Unif(0, 1) for 1 ≤ i, j ≤ p;





to increase correlation entries between relevant and irrelevant covariates. It can be shown that
G = A2A
T
2 + Ip is a positive definite matrix, where Ip is a p× p identity matrix. We transformG
to be a correlation matrix C. These steps are simulated 10000 times. At each iteration, the matrix
C does not necessarily satisfy the original weak irrepresentable condition, but satisfies Condition
(C1). We can generate different forms of C by using different p and q, and applying Unif(2, 3) or
Unif(3, 4) or other similar distributions in generatingA1.
In Settings 1–3, the proposed methods outperform the traditional penalty-based variable selec-
tion methods across all the situations, as the overall false negative and false positive rates are the
lowest. For example, we compare the SPAC-Lasso and Lasso in Setting 1 with βs = 0.7 and
α = (0.5, 0.7, 0.9). The FNR of SPAC-Lasso is 0.094, smaller than the FNR of Lasso (0.186).
That is, the SPAC-Lasso selects more relevant covariates. In addition, the FPR of SPAC-Lasso
is 0.011, which is also less than the FPR of Lasso, indicating that the SPAC-Lasso selects fewer
irrelevant covariates. Moreover, the ratio combining the false negative and positive rates of Lasso
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α1 = 0.2, α2 = 0.4, α3 = 0.8
Lasso SPAC-Lasso ALasso SPAC-ALasso SCAD SPAC-SCAD PC-simple
βs
FNR FPR FNR FPR Ratio FNR FPR FNR FPR Ratio FNR FPR FNR FPR Ratio FNR FPR Ratio
Violate
0.4 0.724 0.004 0.580 0.004 1.25 0.782 0.002 0.640 0.002 1.22 0.210 0.083 0.206 0.033 1.22 0.594 0.004 1.02 0.903
0.5 0.296 0.010 0.168 0.008 1.74 0.452 0.002 0.266 0.002 1.70 0.094 0.066 0.040 0.022 2.60 0.402 0.003 2.30 0.943
0.6 0.106 0.015 0.068 0.009 1.57 0.188 0.002 0.124 0.001 1.52 0.024 0.048 0.016 0.014 2.40 0.326 0.003 4.27 0.973
α1 = 0.3, α2 = 0.5, α3 = 0.8
Lasso SPAC-Lasso ALasso SPAC-ALasso SCAD SPAC-SCAD PC-simple
FNR FPR FNR FPR Ratio FNR FPR FNR FPR Ratio FNR FPR FNR FPR Ratio FNR FPR Ratio
Violate
0.4 0.732 0.007 0.554 0.007 1.32 0.802 0.003 0.582 0.003 1.38 0.320 0.066 0.270 0.029 1.29 0.674 0.005 1.21 0.903
0.5 0.442 0.013 0.286 0.010 1.54 0.520 0.002 0.358 0.002 1.45 0.170 0.058 0.102 0.016 1.93 0.570 0.006 1.94 0.933
0.6 0.246 0.018 0.136 0.014 1.76 0.206 0.003 0.136 0.002 1.52 0.092 0.031 0.072 0.004 1.61 0.506 0.006 3.41 0.940
α1 = 0.5, α2 = 0.7, α3 = 0.9
Lasso SPAC-Lasso ALasso SPAC-ALasso SCAD SPAC-SCAD PC-simple
FNR FPR FNR FPR Ratio FNR FPR FNR FPR Ratio FNR FPR FNR FPR Ratio FNR FPR Ratio
Violate
0.4 0.790 0.018 0.402 0.009 1.97 0.894 0.005 0.604 0.004 1.48 0.870 0.004 0.515 0.003 1.69 0.912 0.007 2.23 0.980
0.5 0.482 0.023 0.224 0.009 2.17 0.766 0.006 0.436 0.003 1.76 0.718 0.008 0.348 0.004 2.06 0.886 0.008 3.83 0.993
0.6 0.256 0.026 0.118 0.010 2.20 0.518 0.006 0.260 0.003 1.99 0.608 0.007 0.180 0.004 3.35 0.882 0.009 6.95 1.000
0.7 0.186 0.030 0.094 0.011 2.06 0.394 0.005 0.154 0.002 2.55 0.345 0.007 0.071 0.003 4.79 0.830 0.009 8.00 1.000
0.8 0.070 0.030 0.048 0.013 1.64 0.132 0.004 0.070 0.001 1.91 0.122 0.007 0.016 0.004 6.55 0.802 0.010 13.29 1.000
1 0.012 0.029 0.004 0.013 2.40 0.034 0.002 0.018 0.001 1.94 0.020 0.006 0.004 0.003 3.96 0.772 0.011 46.11 1.000
Table 2.1: Results of Setting 1, p = 250, q = 5, and n = 80. The “Ratio” is calculated by taking the ratio of
FPR+FNR of the traditional method to FPR+FNR of the proposed method. The “Ratio” next to PC-simple
is FPR+FNR of the PC-simple algorithm over FPR+FNR of SPAC-Lasso. The “Violate” represents the
average percentage of the original weak irrepresentable condition being violated from 100 simulated data.
is 206% of that of the proposed SPAC-Lasso.
We also observe that the SPAC-Lasso is more accurate than the PC-simple algorithm, since the
FPR+FNR of SPAC-Lasso is smaller than that of the PC-simple algorithm in Settings 1–3. For
example, when βs = 0.5 and α = (0.3, 0.5, 0.8) in Setting 1, the FPR+FNR of SPAC-Lasso is
only 51% of the FPR+FNR of the PC-simple algorithm. Moreover, the FPR+FNR of SPAC-Lasso
decreases much faster than that of the PC-simple algorithm as βs increases. This confirms that the
partial correlation is unable to take full advantage of signal strength due to its restriction in the
bonded range.
Moreover, the Lasso, ALasso, SCAD, and PC-simple algorithm all have higher FPR+FNR in the
settings where covariates are highly correlated, e.g., α = (0.5, 0.7, 0.9), compared to the settings
with the same signal strength but lower correlations among covariates. Thus, when covariates are
highly correlated, the proposed method can significantly reduce the FPR and FNR, especially the
FNR. For instance, Table 2.2 shows that when βs = 0.6, the FNR of the SCAD is just 0.032
when α = (0.3, 0.5, 0.8), but 0.495 when α = (0.5, 0.7, 0.9), which implies that almost half of
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α1 = 0.2, α2 = 0.4, α3 = 0.8
Lasso SPAC-Lasso ALasso SPAC-ALasso SCAD SPAC-SCAD PC-simple
βs
FNR FPR FNR FPR Ratio FNR FPR FNR FPR Ratio FNR FPR FNR FPR Ratio FNR FPR Ratio
Violate
0.4 0.685 0.003 0.453 0.004 1.51 0.597 0.003 0.310 0.001 1.92 0.187 0.059 0.152 0.026 1.38 0.532 0.002 1.17 0.913
0.5 0.342 0.007 0.157 0.006 2.15 0.190 0.002 0.063 0.001 3.01 0.047 0.037 0.025 0.013 2.21 0.417 0.002 2.58 0.957
0.6 0.050 0.010 0.025 0.006 1.90 0.033 0.003 0.017 0.001 2.09 0.010 0.022 0.005 0.006 2.93 0.363 0.002 11.63 0.997
α1 = 0.3, α2 = 0.5, α3 = 0.8
Lasso SPAC-Lasso ALasso SPAC-ALasso SCAD SPAC-SCAD PC-simple
FNR FPR FNR FPR Ratio FNR FPR FNR FPR Ratio FNR FPR FNR FPR Ratio FNR FPR Ratio
Violate
0.4 0.770 0.005 0.575 0.006 1.33 0.607 0.003 0.332 0.002 1.83 0.295 0.037 0.242 0.012 1.31 0.685 0.004 1.19 0.917
0.5 0.335 0.010 0.283 0.007 1.19 0.332 0.004 0.130 0.002 2.55 0.153 0.021 0.087 0.004 1.92 0.607 0.004 2.10 0.967
0.6 0.142 0.013 0.102 0.009 1.40 0.145 0.003 0.038 0.001 3.79 0.032 0.012 0.013 0.004 2.49 0.528 0.004 4.81 0.983
0.7 0.032 0.017 0.028 0.011 1.24 0.030 0.002 0.012 0.001 2.62 0.017 0.006 0.005 0.003 2.94 0.465 0.004 12.06 1.000
α1 = 0.5, α2 = 0.7, α3 = 0.9
Lasso SPAC-Lasso ALasso SPAC-ALasso SCAD SPAC-SCAD PC-simple
FNR FPR FNR FPR Ratio FNR FPR FNR FPR Ratio FNR FPR FNR FPR Ratio FNR FPR Ratio
Violate
0.4 0.778 0.014 0.590 0.006 1.33 0.878 0.007 0.405 0.003 2.17 0.864 0.004 0.632 0.002 1.37 0.935 0.005 1.58 0.980
0.5 0.593 0.018 0.475 0.008 1.27 0.607 0.007 0.148 0.002 4.09 0.795 0.004 0.387 0.002 2.05 0.913 0.005 1.90 0.993
0.6 0.385 0.021 0.253 0.008 1.55 0.403 0.007 0.102 0.002 3.98 0.495 0.004 0.143 0.002 3.43 0.913 0.006 3.52 0.997
0.7 0.182 0.022 0.148 0.009 1.30 0.308 0.006 0.052 0.002 5.90 0.273 0.004 0.018 0.001 13.99 0.927 0.007 5.93 1.000
Table 2.2: Results of Setting 2, p = 500, q = 6, and n = 100. The “Ratio” is calculated by taking the ratio
of FPR+FNR of the traditional method to FPR+FNR of the proposed method. The “Ratio” next to
PC-simple is FPR+FNR of the PC-simple algorithm over FPR+FNR of SPAC-Lasso. The “Violate”
represents the average percentage of the original weak irrepresentable condition being violated from 100
simulated data.
the relevant covariates are not selected by the SCAD when covariates are highly correlated. In
contrast, the proposed SPAC-SCAD has an FNR of 0.143 when α = (0.5, 0.7, 0.9).
Compared with the Lasso, the adaptive Lasso selects fewer covariates with higher FNR, while
the SCAD selects more covariates with larger FPR. In contrast, the proposed SPAC-ALasso pro-
duces lower FNR than the ALasso, and the SPAC-SCAD also results in lower FPR than the SCAD.
For example, as shown in Table 2.1 with βs = 0.4 and α = (0.3, 0.5, 0.8), the FNR of the adaptive
Lasso is as high as 0.802, the largest FNR among all methods, while the FNR of SPAC-ALasso is
0.582. This shows that the SPAC-ALasso selects more relevant predictors than the ALasso.
Settings 1–2 represent cases with continuous covariates, while Setting 3 illustrates binary co-
variates in addition to continuous covariates. Here, the normality assumption (2.5) is violated in
Setting 3. Nevertheless, the proposed methods still performs better than the corresponding original
methods. For instance, when βs = 0.5 and α = (0.3, 0.5, 0.8) in Table 2.3, the FNR and FPR
of SPAC-Lasso are 0.184 and 0.009, respectively. Both are much less than the FNR and FPR of
Lasso.
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Figure 2.2: Barplots of all the methods under Setting 3 with βs = 0.5 and α = (0.2, 0.4, 0.8)
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α1 = 0.2, α2 = 0.4, α3 = 0.8
Lasso SPAC-Lasso ALasso SPAC-ALasso SCAD SPAC-SCAD PC-simple
βs
FNR FPR FNR FPR Ratio FNR FPR FNR FPR Ratio FNR FPR FNR FPR Ratio FNR FPR Ratio
Violate
0.4 0.685 0.004 0.451 0.004 1.52 0.731 0.002 0.490 0.001 1.49 0.269 0.061 0.204 0.018 1.49 0.530 0.004 1.17 0.912
0.5 0.414 0.009 0.174 0.008 2.33 0.380 0.002 0.206 0.001 1.84 0.086 0.037 0.048 0.007 2.22 0.424 0.004 2.35 0.953
0.6 0.092 0.014 0.054 0.008 1.69 0.147 0.002 0.048 0.001 3.03 0.031 0.024 0.018 0.004 2.49 0.334 0.004 5.41 0.980
0.7 0.069 0.017 0.051 0.011 1.40 0.062 0.002 0.020 0.001 3.03 0.006 0.014 0.000 0.003 6.55 0.252 0.003 10.48 0.990
α1 = 0.3, α2 = 0.5, α3 = 0.8
Lasso SPAC-Lasso ALasso SPAC-ALasso SCAD SPAC-SCAD PC-simple
FNR FPR FNR FPR Ratio FNR FPR FNR FPR Ratio FNR FPR FNR FPR Ratio FNR FPR Ratio
Violate
0.4 0.712 0.008 0.467 0.007 1.52 0.818 0.002 0.622 0.003 1.31 0.418 0.031 0.300 0.010 1.45 0.668 0.005 1.42 0.880
0.5 0.420 0.012 0.184 0.009 2.24 0.501 0.003 0.257 0.002 1.95 0.246 0.019 0.148 0.006 1.73 0.586 0.005 3.06 0.963
0.6 0.230 0.018 0.107 0.012 2.09 0.243 0.003 0.109 0.002 2.22 0.096 0.020 0.050 0.006 2.08 0.522 0.006 4.45 0.983
0.7 0.028 0.023 0.008 0.014 2.31 0.079 0.002 0.038 0.001 2.06 0.020 0.015 0.008 0.003 3.14 0.458 0.006 6.45 0.983
Table 2.3: Results of Setting 3, p = 250, q = 5, and n = 80. The “Ratio” is calculated by taking the ratio of
FPR+FNR of the traditional method to FPR+FNR of the proposed method. In the last column, the “Ratio”
is FPR+FNR of the PC-simple algorithm over FPR+FNR of SPAC-ALasso. The “Violate” represents the
average percentage of the original weak irrepresentable condition being violated from 100 simulated data.
Figure 2.2 provides bar plots of FPRs and FNRs using 100 replications for all methods under
Setting 3 with βs = 0.5 and α = (0.2, 0.4, 0.8). Figure 2.2 shows that the proposed SPAC-Lasso,
SPAC-ALasso, and SPAC-SCAD produce smaller FPRs and FNRs than the Lasso, adaptive Lasso,
and SCAD, respectively. In addition, the FNRs of the PC-simple algorithm are larger compared
with the proposed methods.
In Setting 4, we investigate the robustness of the proposed method when the original weak
irrepresentable condition holds. When the weak irrepresentable condition holds, the violation
rates in our simulation are high if the signals are weak, but low if signals are strong. For example,
when βs = 0.7 and α = (0.8, 0.4, 0.2), Table 2.4 shows that the violation rate is only 0.02. The
ratio of FPR+FNR of the SCAD to that of the proposed method is 1. On the other hand, when the
weak irrepresentable condition is violated, violation rates in our simulation are also high, which
is consistent with the truth, and the proposed method performs better than the traditional SCAD.
In summary, the proposed method performs similarly to the regular penalization method when
the condition holds, but performs better than the existing method when the weak irrepresentable
condition fails.
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α1 = 0.2, α2 = 0.4, α3 = 0.8
SCAD SPAC-SCAD
βs
FNR FPR FNR FPR Ratio
Violate
0.2 0.758 0.010 0.704 0.008 1.08 0.850
0.3 0.574 0.014 0.359 0.010 1.60 0.900
0.5 0.245 0.013 0.101 0.005 2.42 0.970
0.7 0.035 0.005 0.010 0.001 3.51 0.990
α1 = 0.8, α2 = 0.4, α3 = 0.2
SCAD SPAC-SCAD
βs
FNR FPR FNR FPR Ratio
Violate
0.2 0.857 0.005 0.879 0.007 0.97 0.590
0.3 0.807 0.008 0.823 0.008 0.98 0.440
0.5 0.759 0.010 0.766 0.010 0.99 0.190
0.7 0.717 0.010 0.715 0.011 1.00 0.020
Table 2.4: Results of Setting 4, p = 150, q = 10, and n = 80. The “Ratio” is calculated by taking the ratio
of FPR+FNR of the SCAD method to FPR+FNR of the SPAC-SCAD method. The “Violate” represents
the average percentage of the original weak irrepresentable condition being violated from 100 simulated
data.
2.6 Real data
In this section, we apply gene data to illustrate the proposed method in high-dimensional settings.
We investigate the gene expression data of 90 Asians (45 Japanese and 45 Han Chinese) from the
international ’HapMap’ project [92]. The normalized gene expression data (ftp://ftp.sanger.ac.uk/pub/genevar/)
are generated by an Illumina Sentrix Human-6 Expression Bead Chip [87]. The gene CHRNA6
(cholinergic receptor, nicotinic of alpha 6) has been studied intensively for nicotine addiction, since
it is believed to be associated with activation of dopamine releasing neurons with nicotine [91]. We
treat the expressions of the gene CHRNA6 as the response Y . For each probe Xi in the remaining
expressions of probes, we calculate correlations between this probe and other probes, and record
the number of the correlations that are greater than 0.5 as ni. A probe Xi is considered strongly
correlated with others if ni is greater than 2200. A total of 6743 probes meet this criterion. To find
any of the 6743 probes that are related to CHRNA6, we apply a linear regression using CHRNA6
as a response and 6743 probes as predictors. Since the sample size n = 90, and p = 6743 is much
larger than n, this is a high-dimensional regression problem.
To compare the performance of our method with existing methods, we randomly split the data
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into a training set and a test set 100 times; where the training set consists of 90% of the observa-
tions, while the test set has the remaining 10% of the observations. We compute the mean number
of the selected probes (NS) and the mean of the prediction mean squared error (PMSE) based on
100 replications for all the methods. Since the original weak irrepresentable condition fails based
on selected predictors via Lasso, we adopt the proposed SPAC-Lasso, SPAC-ALasso, and SPAC-
SCAD. We estimate the Lasso, SPAC-Lasso, ALasso, SPAC-ALasso, SCAD, and SPAC-SCAD
coefficients using the training set, and apply the EBIC to tune λ in all methods. Since the PC-
simple algorithm does not provide coefficient estimation, we apply the Lasso with 10-fold cross
validation tuning to estimate the coefficients for the submodel selected by the PC-simple algorithm,
namely the PC-simple algorithm with Lasso (PCL) method in [10].
Let yi be a true response value in the test set and ŷi be the corresponding fitted value based on
the estimators from the training data. The PMSE ism−1
∑m
i=1(ŷi−yi)2 wherem = 10%×90 = 9.
Lasso SPAC-Lasso ALasso SPAC-ALasso SCAD SPAC-SCAD PCL
Mean of NS 13 11 5 5 22 19 3
Standard deviation of NS 13.97 9.14 4.30 3.71 3.44 2.32 0.49
Mean of PMSE 0.0971 0.0877 0.1000 0.0858 0.1469 0.1109 0.1036
Table 2.5: Means of number of selected probes (NS) and prediction mean squared error (PMSE) for gene
data.
The means of the PMSE and NS based on 100 replications for all the methods are provided in
Table 2.5. Note that the proposed SPAC-Lasso selects fewer probes with smaller standard deviation
than the Lasso on average, yet the mean PMSE of Lasso is 11% more than that of SPAC-Lasso,
indicating that the SPAC-Lasso is more accurate than the Lasso. Similarly, the SPAC-ALasso
and SPAC-SCAD outperform the ALasso and SCAD, respectively. Table 2.5 also shows that the
ALasso, SPAC-ALasso and PCL select fewer probes compared to other penalized methods, while
the SCAD and SPAC-SCAD select more probes than the other methods in general. These results
are consistent with the simulation findings in Section 2.5. In terms of PMSE, the SCAD and
SPAC-SCAD produce larger PMSE than other methods, even though these two methods select
more probes. This is possibly due to the fact that the SCAD penalty tends to select more irrelevant
probes. The irrelevant probes could increase the PMSE when signals of relevant predictors are
relatively weak. We observe that most of the estimated coefficients are less than 0.2, indicating
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Figure 2.3: Correlations between relevant probes and irrelevant probes based on the SPAC-Lasso.
that most of the probes are weakly associated with CHRNA6 for this gene data.
We also apply these methods to all observations in the 6743 probes. Figure 2.3 illustrates the
distribution of correlations between relevant and irrelevant probes based on the SPAC-Lasso esti-
mator. The left-skewed distribution in Figure 2.3 implies that most of the relevant and irrelevant
probes are strongly correlated.
Table 2.6 provides the selected probes based on the Lasso, SPAC-Lasso, ALasso, SPAC-ALasso,
SCAD, SPAC-SCAD, and PC-simple algorithm using all observations. Table 2.5 shows that the
Lasso and SPAC-Lasso have relatively small PMSE from the testing data among all the methods;
thus, in the following, we focus on the Lasso and SPAC-Lasso using all observations with 6743
probes. The Lasso selects 53 probes, and SPAC-Lasso selects 13 probes. Note that GI_27436909-
S, GI_27552763-S, GI_41146730-S, GI_42659728-S, and GI_4506330-S are common probes
selected by Lasso and SPAC-Lasso, which are very likely to be related to CHRNA6. Particu-
larly, GI_4506330-S is the probe selected in common by the Lasso, SPAC-Lasso, SPAC-ALasso,
SCAD, and SPAC-SCAD, and the GI_41146730-S is the probe selected in common by the Lasso,
SPAC-Lasso, ALasso, SCAD, and SPAC-SCAD. Thus, the GI_4506330-S and GI_41146730-S
are extremely likely to be associated with the response CHRNA6.
In summary, the proposed methods select fewer probes than the traditional penalization methods,
since the former avoids selecting the irrelevant probes which are strongly correlated with relevant
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Method Probes selected
GI_10863996-S, GI_10864068-S, GI_11345457-S, GI_14042922-S, GI_14249217-S, GI_17457388-S,
GI_19923516-S, GI_19923668-S, GI_19924116-A, GI_20270314-S, GI_21071036-I, GI_21359958-S,
GI_21389470-S, GI_21464123-I, GI_22202610-S, GI_23200001-A, GI_23510383-A, GI_24308076-S,
GI_24430156-I, GI_27436909-S, GI_27552763-S, GI_28329438-A, GI_29029553-S, GI_32261328-S,
GI_32307129-A, GI_32698937-S, GI_33457315-S, GI_33667050-S, GI_34147625-S, GI_37221174-S,
GI_37588864-A, GI_38016906-A, GI_39930392-S, GI_41146730-S, GI_42658454-S, GI_42659728-S,
GI_42661165-S, GI_44680150-S, GI_4502676-S, GI_4502838-S, GI_4503694-I, GI_4506330-S,
GI_4758939-S, GI_4885104-S, GI_6005847-S, GI_6912395-S, GI_7661883-S, GI_8659554-S,
Lasso
Hs.188825-S, Hs.253639-S, Hs.441160-S, Hs.501916-S, Hs.516412-S.
GI_19923528-S, GI_27436909-S, GI_27552763-S, GI_32189368-S, GI_32698743-S, GI_33186904-S,
GI_41146730-S, GI_42659728-S, GI_44888819-S, GI_4506330-S, GI_45643122-S, GI_7662333-A,SPAC-Lasso
GI_9256536-S.
GI_14249217-S, GI_19924116-A, GI_21071036-I, GI_21359958-S, GI_22202610-S, GI_23510383-A,
GI_24308076-S, GI_24430156-I, GI_27436909-S, GI_28329438-A, GI_33457315-S, GI_33667050-S,
GI_41146730-S, GI_42659728-S, GI_44680150-S, GI_4502676-S, GI_4502838-S, Hs.188825-S,
ALasso
Hs.501916-S, Hs.516412-S.
GI_19923528-S, GI_27552763-S, GI_32189368-S, GI_32698743-S, GI_44888819-S, GI_4506330-S,
SPAC-ALasso
GI_9256536-S.
GI_21071036-I, GI_21359958-S, GI_21464123-I, GI_22749406-S, GI_24308112-S, GI_25121939-A,
GI_27477110-S, GI_32964831-S, GI_33469920-S, GI_34222213-S, GI_36031015-S, GI_37221174-S,
GI_38027945-S, GI_38570141-S, GI_38679885-S, GI_38679911-S, GI_41146730-S, GI_41393611-A,
GI_42476207-S, GI_4502838-S, GI_4506330-S, GI_6631099-S, GI_7661765-S, GI_7662215-S,
SCAD
hmm26631-S.
GI_11545834-S, GI_14150059-S, GI_15431292-S, GI_16418033-S, GI_16915933-A, GI_22748822-S,
GI_31543135-S, GI_32189368-S, GI_34147499-S, GI_37551767-S, GI_38505163-A, GI_41146730-S,
GI_41203864-S, GI_42659549-S, GI_4506330-S, GI_4506562-S, GI_4758913-S, GI_6912481-S,
SPAC-SCAD
GI_7019404-S, GI_8922803-S, GI_9256536-S, Hs.187199-S.
PC-simple GI_5032214-S, GI_7661883-S, GI_8659554-S
Table 2.6: Probes selected by the Lasso, SPAC-Lasso, ALasso, SPAC-Lasso, SCAD, SPAC-SCAD, and
PC-simple algorithm using all the observations in the 6743 probes.
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probes. Consequently, the proposed methods lead to a smaller prediction mean squared error than
traditional variable selection methods, and thus are able to select variables more accurately.
2.7 Discussion
In this chapter, we propose a variable selection method to address strongly correlated covariates
when the original irrepresentable conditions do not hold. The failure of the irrepresentable con-
ditions is caused by high correlations between relevant and irrelevant covariates, which leads to
variable selection inconsistency in traditional methods. To overcome this challenge, we develop
the SPAC method which selects covariates associated with the response but not strongly correlated
with other covariates. The proposed SPAC is capable of diminishing correlated effects from other
covariates, and still incorporating signal strength.
We establish the sign consistency of the SPAC-Lasso and SPAC-SCAD under the random design
framework. Specifically, we transform irrepresentable conditions to achieve variable selection
consistency, which solves the problem when Lasso or SCAD is not sign consistent. Since our
goal is to target situations where the traditional methods fail, we first check whether the original
weak irrepresentable condition holds or not. If it is violated, our numerical studies show that the
proposed SPAC approach is effective, and outperforms the traditional variable selection methods.
Although we do not provide the consistency property for SPAC under the adaptive Lasso, the
extension of the consistency property under the penalty should be similar to that in SPAC-Lasso.
Compared with the partial correlation approach, the proposed method fully exploits signal
strength since SPACs are proportional to the magnitude of coefficients. In numerical studies,
SPAC-ALasso and the PC-simple algorithm both tend to select fewer covariates with smaller false
positive rates than other methods, while the PC-simple algorithm produces large false negative
rates even when the signal strength increases. In contrast, the false negative rates of SPAC-ALasso
decrease as the magnitude of coefficients increases.
In summary, the proposed method is more effective than traditional variable selection methods
for strongly dependent covariates. This is especially powerful for high-dimensional data where
covariates are likely to be spuriously correlated.
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2.8 Supplementary material
In this supplementary material, we provide the theorem demonstrating a necessary condition for
the SPAC-Lasso, a corollary showing a sufficient condition for strong sign consistency of SPAC-
SCAD, a simulation example where coefficients in each dataset have several different values, and
proofs for Lemma 1, Theorems 1–4, Theorem 5, Propositions 1–3, Corollaries 1–2, and Corollary
3.
Theorem 5 (General sign consistency of SPAC-Lasso). For fixed p, q, C and γ, the SPAC-Lasso
is general sign consistent only if Condition (C2) holds with probability tending to 1.
Corollary 3. Under the conditions of Proposition 1 and Conditions (C8), (C9) with κ2 < κ0, if
there exists a positive constant η such that





then the SPAC-SCAD possesses estimation consistency and strong sign consistency when qn and
pn − qn increase as n→∞.
Setting 5: Let p = 250, q = 6, σ2ε = 1, and n = 80. The coefficients of relevant covariates are
(β112, β212, β312), where (β1, β2, β3) are (0.3, 0.4, 0.5), (0.5, 0.6, 0.7) or (0.7, 0.8, 1). The param-
eters α = (α1, α2, α3)T are (0.2, 0.4, 0.8)T , (0.3, 0.5, 0.8)T , or (0.5, 0.7, 0.9)T .
Proof of Lemma 1
Proof. It can be calculated that σjj = djj +β2j /σ
2
ε , σ
yy = 1/σ2ε , and σ
jy = βj/σ
2
ε for j = 1, . . . , p.
Then,













The jth SPAC is
















α1 = 0.2, α2 = 0.4, α3 = 0.8
Lasso SPAC-Lasso ALasso SPAC-ALasso SCAD SPAC-SCAD PC-simple
(β1, β2, β3)
FNR FPR FNR FPR Ratio FNR FPR FNR FPR Ratio FNR FPR FNR FPR Ratio FNR FPR Ratio
Violate
(0.3,0.4,0.5) 0.728 0.007 0.585 0.006 1.25 0.783 0.002 0.657 0.002 1.19 0.243 0.077 0.195 0.035 1.39 0.602 0.005 1.03 0.897
(0.5,0.6,0.7) 0.088 0.018 0.063 0.013 1.39 0.153 0.003 0.093 0.002 1.64 0.033 0.031 0.032 0.015 1.40 0.470 0.004 6.22 0.980
α1 = 0.3, α2 = 0.5, α3 = 0.8
Lasso SPAC-Lasso ALasso SPAC-ALasso SCAD SPAC-SCAD PC-simple
FNR FPR FNR FPR Ratio FNR FPR FNR FPR Ratio FNR FPR FNR FPR Ratio FNR FPR Ratio
Violate
(0.3,0.4,0.5) 0.667 0.011 0.467 0.012 1.42 0.798 0.003 0.595 0.003 1.34 0.402 0.039 0.328 0.011 1.30 0.708 0.006 1.49 0.957
(0.5,0.6,0.7) 0.192 0.022 0.160 0.016 1.21 0.283 0.004 0.175 0.002 1.62 0.127 0.032 0.078 0.008 1.83 0.620 0.007 3.56 0.980
α1 = 0.5, α2 = 0.7, α3 = 0.9
Lasso SPAC-Lasso ALasso SPAC-ALasso SCAD SPAC-SCAD PC-simple
FNR FPR FNR FPR Ratio FNR FPR FNR FPR Ratio FNR FPR FNR FPR Ratio FNR FPR Ratio
Violate
(0.3,0.4,0.5) 0.717 0.024 0.438 0.010 1.65 0.887 0.007 0.672 0.004 1.32 0.884 0.005 0.620 0.004 1.43 0.932 0.008 2.10 0.973
(0.5,0.6,0.7) 0.487 0.035 0.240 0.013 2.06 0.690 0.008 0.358 0.004 1.93 0.733 0.007 0.272 0.004 2.68 0.935 0.011 3.74 1.000
(0.7,0.8,1) 0.102 0.040 0.058 0.017 1.89 0.298 0.006 0.148 0.003 2.02 0.195 0.006 0.052 0.003 3.65 0.863 0.012 11.69 1.000
Table 2.7: Results of Setting 5, p = 250, q = 6, and n = 80. The “Ratio” is calculated by taking the ratio
of FPR+FNR of the traditional method to FPR+FNR of the proposed method. The “Ratio” next to
PC-simple is FPR+FNR of the PC-simple algorithm over FPR+FNR of SPAC-Lasso. The “Violate”
represents the average percentage of the original weak irrepresentable condition on the 100 simulated data.














Proof of Theorem 1

















Let β̄ = (β̄1, . . . , β̄p) and γ̄ = (γ̄1, . . . , γ̄p) be the true values of the β and SPACs, respectively.
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Let û(1), w(1), β̄(1), and û(2), w(2), β̄(2) be the first q and last p − q entries of û, w, and β̄,
respectively. Then, based on the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) conditions, if there exists û such
that
√






nV̂ (2)Ĉ21û(1)− V̂ (2)w(2)| ≤ λn√
n
1,
then sign(γ̂Lasso(1)) = sign(β̄(1)) = sign(γ̄(1)) and γ̂Lasso(2) = û(2) = 0.






|(Ĉ11)−1V̂ −1(1) sign(β̄(1))|), (2.35)
|V̂ (2)Ĉ21(Ĉ11)−1w(1)−V̂ (2)w(2)| < λn√
n
(1−|V̂ (2)Ĉ21(Ĉ11)−1V̂ −1(1) sign(β̄(1))|). (2.36)
Let An denote the event that (2.35) holds, and Bn be the event that (2.36) holds. Then
P (γ̂Lasso(λn, d̂) =s γ̄) ≥ P (An ∩Bn).
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Denote φ = (φ1, . . . , φq) = (Ĉ11)−1w(1), and ζ = (ζ1, . . . , ζp−q) = V̂ (2)Ĉ21(Ĉ11)−1w(1) −
V̂ (2)w(2). Let b = (b1, . . . , bq) = |(Ĉ11)−1V̂ −1(1) sign(γ̄(1))| and η′ = (η′1, . . . , η′p−q) =
1− |V̂ (2)Ĉ21(Ĉ11)−1V̂ −1(1) sign(β̄(1))|. Then

























V̂ (2)Ĉ21(Ĉ11)−1w(1)− V̂ (2)w(2) d−→ N(0, σ2εV (2)(C22 −C21(C11)−1C12)V (2)). (2.37)
Hence, φj and ζj converge in distribution to Gaussian random variables for each j.
The elements of sample covariance matrix Ĉ converge to the corresponding true covariances
with probability at least 1 − o(exp(−nc)). Then, with λn/n → 0, λnbj/n converges to 0 with
probability at least 1− o(exp(−nc)). Also, by Condition (C1), η′j > η/2 holds with probability at
least 1 − o(exp(−nc)) for each j. Based on λn/n
1+c
2 → ∞ and Gaussian distributions of φj and




































This completes the proof.
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Proof of Theorem 2
Proof. Let γ̄ = (γ̄1, . . . , γ̄p) and β̄ = (β̄1, . . . , β̄p) be the true values of the SPACs and β respec-










By the definition of d̂, P (max1≤j≤p |d̂jj − djj| ≤ 1/an) = 1− o(exp(−nδ)).
(1) It suffices to show that there exists a large constant M such that,
min
‖u‖2=M
LSCAD(γ̄ + αnu, d̂) > LSCAD(γ̄, d̂), (2.38)
with probability at least 1− o(exp(−nc0)). Let Dn = LSCAD(γ̄ + αnu, d̂)−LSCAD(γ̄, d̂). Then,
Dn ≥ L̃(γ̄ + αnu, d̂)− L̃(γ̄, d̂) + n
q∑
j=1
d̂jj [pSCAD,λn(|γ̄j + αnuj|)− pSCAD,λn(|γ̄j|)] .
By Tayler expansion, we have





















The second term in (2.39) is bounded below by b0,1M2α2nnwith probability at least 1−o(exp(−nc0))
for some constant b0,1 > 0. By the multivariate central limit theorem, αnL̃′(γ̄, d̂)Tu < b0,1α2nn/3,
dominated by the second term, with probability at least 1− o(exp(−nc0)). The third term in (2.39)





{p′SCAD,λn(|γ̄j|) : γ̄j 6= 0}+M
2α2nnmax
j
{p′′SCAD,λn(|γ̄j|) : γ̄j 6= 0}
]
,
with probability at least 1− o(exp(−nc0)) for some constant b0,2 > 0. This term is also dominated
by the second term via choosing a sufficiently large M . Thus, the (2.38) holds.
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(2) Let w = XTε/
√
n and û = V̂ −1γ̂SCAD − β̄. Similarly as in the proof of Theorem 1, if
√
nV̂ (1)Ĉ11û(1)− V̂ (1)w(1) = −
√
nλnĜ sign(β̄(1)), (2.40)
|û(1)| < |β̄(1)|, (2.41)
|
√
nV̂ (2)Ĉ21û(1)− V̂ (2)w(2)| ≤
√
nλn1, (2.42)
then sign(γ̂SCAD(1)) = sign(γ̄(1)) and γ̂SCAD(2) = û(2) = 0, where Ĝ is a q×q diagonal matrix




(|(û(1) + β̄(1))j|) for j = 1, . . . , q.




n(|β̄(1)| − λn|(Ĉ11)−1V̂ −1(1)Ĝ sign(β̄(1))|), (2.43)
|V̂ (2)Ĉ21(Ĉ11)−1w(1)− V̂ (2)w(2)| <
√
nλn(1− |V̂ (2)Ĉ21(Ĉ11)−1V̂ −1(1)Ĝ sign(β̄(1))|).
(2.44)
Let An denote the event that (2.43) holds, and Bn be the event that (2.44) holds. Then
P (γ̂SCAD(λn, d̂) =s γ̄) ≥ P (An ∩Bn).
Similarly as in the proof of Theorem 1,φ = (φ1, . . . , φq) = (Ĉ11)−1w(1), and ζ = (ζ1, . . . , ζp−q) =
V̂ (2)Ĉ21(Ĉ11)−1w(1) − V̂ (2)w(2). Let b = (b1, . . . , bq) = |(Ĉ11)−1V̂ −1(1)
Ĝ sign(γ̄(1))| and η′ = (η′1, . . . , η′p−q) = 1− |V̂ (2)Ĉ21(Ĉ11)−1V̂ −1(1)Ĝ sign(γ̄(1))|.
By Part (1) in this theorem and maxj{p′SCAD,λn(|γ̄j|) : γ̄j 6= 0} = O(n
−1/2+δ), the diagonal
elements of Ĝ converge to 0 with probability at least 1 − o(exp(−nc)). Then, λnbj converge to 0,
and η′j > 1/2, with probability at least 1− o(exp(−nc)) for each j. With λnn
1−c
2 →∞, Based on

































This completes the proof.
We prove Theorem 4 first, and then prove Theorem 3.
Proof of Theorem 4
Proof. Let γ̄ and β̄ be the true values of γ and β respectively, and ω = (ω1, . . . , ωpn)T = XTy−
XTXV −1γ̄ = XTε. Denote the first qn entries of ω by ω(1), and the remaining elements by
ω(2). Define γ̄(1), β̄(1), and γ̄(2), β̄(2) in a similar way. Then β̄(1) = V (1)−1γ̄(1).










since all the covariates are standardized, we have























by the multivariate central limit theorem.
Under the event A1 ∩ A2, it suffices to show that there exists a strict local minimizer γ̂SCAD of
LSCAD(γ, d̂) such that ‖V̂ −1γ̂SCAD − β̄‖∞ = O(n−κ3 log n) and γ̂SCAD =s γ̄.
We first show that for sufficiently large n, there exists a vector γ̂SCAD(1) in
H = {γ(1) ∈ Rqn : ‖V̂ (1)−1γ(1)− β̄(1)‖∞ ≤ n−κ3 log n},
such that
Ψ1(γ̂SCAD(1)) ≡XT1 y−XT1 X1V̂ (1)−1γ̂SCAD(1)−nV̂ (1)−1p′SCAD,λn(γ̂SCAD(1)) = 0. (2.45)




d̂jjγj| ≥ minqnj=1 |β̄j| −
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hmin = hmin, which implies γ =s β̄ =s γ̄. The Ψ1 can be rewritten as
Ψ1(γ(1)) = ω(1) +X
T
1 X1(V (1)











−1ω(1) + (β̄(1)− V̂ (1)−1γ(1)) (2.46)
−(Ĉ11n )−1V̂ (1)−1p′SCAD,λn(γ(1)).
By the condition of (Ĉ11n )
−1,
‖(nĈ11n )−1ω(1)‖∞ ≤ n−1‖(Ĉ11n )−1‖∞‖ω(1)‖∞ = o(δ)p (n−κ3 log n).















Then by Condition (C9),











Ψ1(γ(1)) lies in H for any γ(1) ∈ H. Thus, by the




Ψ1(γ̂SCAD(1)) = 0 for some γ̂SCAD(1) ∈ H,
which implies (2.45).
Let γ̂SCAD(2) = 0, and Ψ2 = (nλn)−1V̂ (2)XT2 (y−X1V̂ (1)−1γ̂SCAD(1)). Next, we will show
that ‖Ψ2‖∞ < 1. It can be rewritten as
Ψ2 = (nλn)
−1V̂ (2)ω(2) + λ−1n V̂ (2)Ĉ
21
n (V (1)
−1γ̄(1)− V̂ (1)−1γ̂SCAD(1)). (2.47)
The first term on the right-hand side of (2.47) is o(δ)p (1) by Condition (C9). Substitute γ̂SCAD(1)






−1γ̄(1)− V̂ (1)−1γ̂SCAD(1)) (2.48)













Since all the covariates are standardized, the second term on the right-hand side of (2.48) is








n log n) = o(δ)p (1),
by Conditions (C8) and (C9). In the first term on the right-hand side of (2.48),
λ−1n p
′
SCAD,λn(γ̂SCAD,j) = Pλn(γ̂SCAD,j) = P√d̂jjλn(
√
d̂jj γ̂SCAD,j) ≤ Pλ∗n(hmin),
where γ̂SCAD,,j is the jth element of γ̂SCAD. It follows that ‖λ−1n p′SCAD,λn(γ̂SCAD(1))‖∞ ≤
Pλ∗n(hmin). Then, by Condition (C3), the first term on the right-hand side of (2.48) is less than
1. Therefore, ‖Ψ2‖∞ < 1 for sufficiently large n.
By Condition (C9), λmin(Ĉ11n ) > (a − 1)−1 for sufficiently large n. Thus, the γ̂SCAD is a strict
local minimizer of LSCAD(γ, d̂) by [33, Theorem 1]. This completes the proof.
Proof of Theorem 3
Proof. We use the same notation as in the proof of Theorem 4.










we still have P (A1 ∩ A2) ≥ 1−O(n−δ) by the multivariate central limit theorem.
Under the eventA1∩A2, we first show that for sufficiently large n, there exists a vector γ̂Lasso(1)
in
H = {γ(1) ∈ Rqn : ‖V̂ (1)−1γ(1)− β̄(1)‖∞ ≤ n−κ3 log n},
such that
Ψ1(γ̂Lasso(1)) ≡XT1 y −XT1 X1V̂ (1)−1γ̂Lasso(1)− λnV̂ (1)−1 sign(γ̂Lasso(1)) = 0. (2.49)
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d̂jjγj| ≥ minqnj=1 |β̄j| −











−1ω(1) + (β̄(1)− V̂ (1)−1γ(1)) (2.50)
−λn(nĈ11n )−1V̂ (1)−1 sign(γ(1)).





log n) and 1/λn = o
(δ)
p (nκ0−1(log n)−1), bn = o
(δ)
p (nκ0−κ3(log n)−1/2).
Then by the condition of (Ĉ11n )
−1,
‖(nĈ11n )−1ω(1)‖∞ ≤ n−1‖(Ĉ11n )−1‖∞‖ω(1)‖∞ = O(δ)p (n−1bn
√
n log n) = o(δ)p (n
−κ3 log n).
Also, by Condition (C7), the third term on the right-hand side of (2.50) is
‖λn(nĈ11n )−1V̂ (1)−1 sign(γ(1))‖∞ ≤
λn
n
‖(Ĉ11n )−1‖∞‖V̂ (1)−1‖∞ = o(δ)p (n−κ3 log n).




Ψ1(γ(1)) lies in H for any γ(1) ∈ H. Thus, by the




Ψ1(γ̂Lasso(1)) = 0 for some γ̂Lasso(1) ∈ H,
which implies (2.49).
Let γ̂Lasso(2) = 0, and Ψ2 = λ−1n V̂ (2)X
T
2 (y −X1V̂ (1)−1γ̂Lasso(1)). Next, we will show that
‖Ψ2‖∞ < 1. It can be rewritten as
Ψ2 = λ
−1





−1γ̄(1)− V̂ (1)−1γ̂Lasso(1)). (2.51)
The first term on the right-hand side of (2.51) is o(δ)p (1) by Condition (C7). Substitute γ̂Lasso(1) in






= V̂ (2)Ĉ21n (Ĉ
11
n )
−1V̂ (1)−1 sign(γ̂Lasso(1))− nλ−1n V̂ (2)Ĉ21n (nĈ11n )−1ω(1). (2.52)
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Since all the covariates are standardized, the second term in (2.52) is








n log n) = o(δ)p (1),
by Conditions (C6) and (C7). Since sign(γ̂Lasso(1)) = sign(β(1)), the first term of (2.52) is less
than 1 by Condition (C1). Therefore, ‖Ψ2‖∞ < 1 for sufficiently large n.
By Condition (C7), λmin(Ĉ11n ) > 0 for sufficiently large n. Thus, the γ̂Lasso is a strict local
minimizer of LLasso(γ, d̂) by [33, Theorem 1]. This completes the proof.
Proof of Theorem 5
Proof. Let
F1,n = {there exists λn ≥ 0 such that γ̂Lasso =s γ}
= {there exists λn ≥ 0 such that sign(γ̂Lasso(1)) = sign(γ(1)) and γ̂Lasso(2) = 0} .
Then the SPAC-Lasso is general sign consistent if lim
n→∞
P (F1,n) = 1. Based on the Karush-Kuhn-
Tucker (KKT) conditions and (2.33), F1,n implies that
√





nV̂ (2)Ĉ21û(1)− V̂ (2)w(2)| ≤ λn√
n
1. (2.54)












f1,n = −1 + V̂ (2)Ĉ21(Ĉ11)−1V̂ −1(1) sign(β̄(1)),
f2,n = 1 + V̂ (2)Ĉ
21(Ĉ11)−1V̂ −1(1) sign(β̄(1)).
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Let fn(x) = P (F2,n|X = x), and
Hn = {X| at least one element of |V̂ (2)Ĉ21(Ĉ11)−1V̂ (1)−1 sign(β(1))| is greater than 1},
representing the design matrices for which Condition (C2) fails. Since ε follows a Gaussian dis-
tribution with mean 0, fn(x) < 1/2 when x ∈ Hn. If for any large n there exists δ > 0 such that




fn(x)dP (x) + P (F2,n,X ∈ Hcn) ≤ P (X ∈ Hn)/2 + P (X ∈ Hcn) < 1− δ/2.
Thus, lim supP (F1,n) ≤ lim supP (F2,n) < 1. This contradicts the general sign consistency.
Proof of Proposition 1
Proof. By the definition of Cn,
|C21n (C11n )−1 sign(β(1))| =
|α2mn|
1− α1 + α1qn
1qn . (2.55)
Since Cn is positive definite for all n, α1 ≥ 0 and α3 ≥ 0.
On the one hand, if α1 = 0, (2.18) obviously holds for large n. If |α2| > α1L̄ > 0, then there
exists a constant ε0 > 0 such that |α2| ≥ α1qn/mn + ε0 for sufficiently large n. Thus, (2.18)
follows from (2.55) and (1− α1)/mn → 0 as n→∞.





















where rn = pn − qn. Since the second term goes to zero as n increases, (2.18) implies α3 ≥ |α2|.
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Based on the definition of Cn,






(1 + (qn − 2)α1)(1 + (rn − 1)α3)− (qn − 1)rnα22
(1 + (qn − 1)α1)(1 + (rn − 2)α3)− qn(rn − 1)α22
.
Since the last factor goes to 1 and α3 > α1, (2.19) holds for sufficiently large n.
Proof of Proposition 2
Proof. By the definition of Cn,
‖C21n (C11n )−1‖∞ =
|α2qn|
1− α1 + α1qn
. (2.56)










By the positive definiteness of Cn,
α3 > |α2|
qn|α2|









where rn = pn − qn. Since the second term goes to zero as n increases, (2.20) implies α3 ≥ |α2|.
Based on the definition of Cn,






(1 + (qn − 2)α1)(1 + (rn − 1)α3)− (qn − 1)rnα22
(1 + (qn − 1)α1)(1 + (rn − 2)α3)− qn(rn − 1)α22
.
Since the last factor goes to 1 and α3 > α1, (2.21) holds for sufficiently large n.
Proof of Corollary 1
Proof. Since
|α2mn|




≤ 1− η (2.57)
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is equivalent to











then (2.57) is implied by (2.22) with a possibly different η for sufficiently large n. Then, by the
proof of Proposition 1, it suffices to show that
∥∥∥[V̂ (2)Ĉ21n (Ĉ11n )−1V̂ (1)−1 − V (2)C21n (C11n )−1V (1)−1] sign(β(1))∥∥∥∞ = o(δ)p (1). (2.58)
Since X is sub-Gaussian, max
i,j
|(Ĉn)i,j − (Cn)i,j| = O(δ)p (
√





log n/n) = o
(δ)
p (1), which implies ‖Ĉ21n ‖∞ = O
(δ)
p (nκ2). Similarly, ‖(C11n )−1‖∞‖Ĉ11n −
C11n ‖∞ = o
(δ)
p (1), and thus, for sufficiently large n,
‖(Ĉ11n )−1‖∞ ≤ ‖(C11n )−1‖∞(1 + 2‖(C11n )−1‖∞‖Ĉ11n −C11n ‖∞) = O(δ)p (‖(C11n )−1‖∞) = O(δ)p (1).


















 = O(δ)p (n−κ0) .










∣∣∣∣∣∣ = O(δ)p (n−κ0) .
The left-hand side of (2.58) is bounded above by
∥∥∥V̂ (2)Ĉ21n (Ĉ11n )−1V̂ (1)−1 − V (2)C21n (C11n )−1V (1)−1∥∥∥∞ (2.59)
≤
∥∥∥(V̂ (2)− V (2))Ĉ21n (Ĉ11n )−1V̂ (1)−1∥∥∥∞ + ∥∥∥V (2)(Ĉ21n −C21n )(Ĉ11n )−1V̂ (1)−1∥∥∥∞
+
∥∥∥V (2)C21n ((Ĉ11n )−1 − (C11n )−1) V̂ (1)−1∥∥∥∞
+
∥∥∥V (2)C21n (C11n )−1(V̂ (1)−1 − V (1)−1)∥∥∥∞ .
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Since the four terms on the right-hand side of (2.59) all converge to zero with probability at least
1−O(n−δ), then (2.58) holds, which completes the proof.
Proof of Corollary 2
Proof. By the definition of Cn, the first element of |C21n (C11n )−1 sign(β(1))| is the largest one,
and it is less than or equal to the first element of |C21n (C11n )−11|, which converges to |α2|(1 −
α1α2)/[(1 + α1)(1− α2)] as n increases. Thus, (2.18) implies that
|α2|(1− α1α2)
(1 + α1)(1− α2)
≥ 1,
which further implies α2 > α1.
Let rn = pn − qn,
T1,n = 1 +
(α1 − α2)2(1− α2qn−22 )
(1− α21)(1− α22)
,
T2,n = 1 +
(α3 − α2)2(1− α2rn−22 )
(1− α23)(1− α22)
,
Tn = 1− α22T1,nT2,n, T̃n = 1− α42T1,nT2,n, and
S(qn, rn, k, α1, α2, α3) =
























if 2 ≤ j ≤ qn − 1
T̃n
(1−α21)Tn
if j = qn
T̃n
(1−α23)Tn














if j = pn.
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Since S(qn, rn, k, α1, α2, α3) = α22S(qn, rn, k + 1, α1, α2, α3),
α2 <
√




dj+1j+1/djj < 1 for qn + 2 ≤ j ≤ pn − 2. (2.61)
In addition, since α2 > α1 > 0,
dqnqn ≥ dqn−1qn−1. (2.62)
Let ψ = (ψ1, . . . , ψrn)T = |V (2)C21n (C11n )−1V (1)−1 sign(β(1))|. Then by (2.61), for 2 ≤ j ≤
rn − 1, ψj/ψj+1 =
√
dqn+j+1qn+j+1/dqn+jqn+j/α2 > 1. Hence, we need to show that there exists
a positive constant η0 such that max{ψ1, ψ2} ≤ 1− η0. Let η0 ∈ (0, η).













(1 + α1)(1− α2)
+ c0,η ≤ 1− η0.
The last inequality follows from (2.23). In addition, ψ2 = ψ1α2
√
dqn+1qn+1/dqn+2qn+2 ≤ ψ1α2/|α2−
α3|. Then we have ‖ψ‖∞ ≤ 1 − η. Similarly as in the proof of Corollary 1, we also have (2.58).
This completes the proof.
Proof of Corollary 3
Proof. By the proof of Proposition 2, Pλ∗n(hmin)‖V (2)C21n (C11n )−1V (1)−1‖∞ ≤ 1− η is implied
by (2.32) for sufficiently large n. Then, similarly as in the proof of Corollary 1, we have
∥∥∥V̂ (2)Ĉ21n (Ĉ11n )−1V̂ (1)−1 − V (2)C21n (C11n )−1V (1)−1∥∥∥∞ = o(δ)p (1). (2.63)
This completes the proof.
Proof of Proposition 3
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Proof. For any 1 ≤ i ≤ qn and qn + 1 ≤ j ≤ pn, it suffices to show that dii/djj ≤ g2n. Let vmax,i













1− ‖vi‖22 cos2 ϕ∗i /λmax,i − ‖vi‖22 sin2 ϕ∗i /λmin,i
.
By the Perron–Frobenius theorem, vmax,i can be chosen from the cone spanned by the columns of







1− ‖vi‖22/λmax,i − ‖vi‖22 sin2 ϕi/λmin,i
.
This completes the proof.
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Chapter 3
Integrating multi-source block-wise missing data in
model selection
This chapter is organized as follows. Section 3.1 introduces the background and framework for
the block-wise missing problem. In Section 3.2, we propose the MBI approach incorporating all
missing patterns. In Section 3.3, the implementation and algorithm are illustrated. In Section
3.4, we establish the theoretical properties of the proposed method. Sections 3.5 and 3.6 provide
numerical studies through simulations and the ADNI data application.
3.1 Background and Motivation
In this section, we introduce the framework for the block-wise missing problem. Let y = (y1, . . . , yn)T
be the response variable, andX = (Xij) be the N × p design matrix. Suppose that all the samples
are drawn independently from a random vector X = (X1, X1, . . . , Xp), whose covariance matrix
C = (cij) is positive definite. Then, for any 1 ≤ i ≤ N and 1 ≤ j ≤ p, Xij represents the
i-the sample of the j-th covariate. Suppose that all the covariates in X are from S sources where
the k-th source contains pk covariates for k = 1, . . . , S. Figure 3.1 illustrates a setting with three
sources.
We divide samples X into R disjoint groups based on the missing patterns across all sources,
where xi, the i-th row of X , is in the r-th group if i ∈ H(r), and H(r) is an index set of samples.
For any 1 ≤ r ≤ R, let a(r) and m(r) be the index sets of the observed covariates and missing
covariates corresponding to the r-th group, respectively, and obviously,
R⋃
r=1
a(r) = {1, . . . , p}.
Then, X a(r) and Xm(r) represent observed variables and missing variables in the r-th group, re-
spectively. In addition, let G(r) be the index set of the groups where missing variables Xm(r) and
variables in at least one of the other sources are observed. If there are no missing values in the
r-th group, let G(r) = {r}, a completely observed dataset. We assume that G(r) is nonempty
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containing Mr = |G(r)| elements for 1 ≤ r ≤ R. For illustration, the design matrix on the left of
Figure 3.1 consists of 3 sources which are partitioned into 5 missing pattern groups, where each
white area represents a missing block. For example,H(2) refers to samples in Group 2 and Xm(2)
refers to missing covariates in Group 2. Since Groups 1, 3 and 4 contain observed values of Xm(2)
and covariates in Source 2 or 3, G(2) = {1, 3, 4} and M2 = 3.
We consider the following linear model
y = Xβ0 + ε, (3.1)
where β0 = (β01 , . . . , β
0
p)
T is the true coefficient vector corresponding to all covariates and ε ∼
N(0, σ2εIN) represents an error term independent of X . Let µi(β
0) = xiβ
0 denote the regression
term in the model (3.1) for yi. We assume that the model is sparse; that is, most of the true
coefficients are zero, where AS = {j : β0j 6= 0} and AN = {j : β0j = 0} correspond to relevant
and irrelevant covariates, respectively, and the total number of relevant covariates is q.
The likelihood-based approaches [42] typically formulate likelihood based on completely ob-
served variables. However, it is likely that no covariate is completely observed under the block-
wise missing structure. Alternatively, [109] construct a model for each missing pattern separately
and use observed variables within each missing pattern as predictors. For instance, for Group 2
in Figure 3.1, the above method treats the covariates in Sources 1 and 2 as predictors and ignores
information from Source 3. However, Source 3 covariates could be incorporated as well, since they
are relevant to the response variable.
Traditional imputation methods [116, 13, 35] impute missing values in Group 2 based on the as-
sociations between missing and observed variables obtained from complete observations in Group
1, while samples in Groups 3 and 4 are not utilized. However, Groups 3 and 4, also containing
values from Source 3, can provide additional information in imputing missing variables Xm(r)
through correlations with other covariates. This is especially useful when completely observed
subjects are scarce. In the following section, we propose a new imputation approach to fully uti-
lize information not only from the group with complete cases but also from other groups.
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←−−−− Xa(2) −−→←− Xm(2) −→
←−−−− XJ(2,1) −→ X̂(1)m(2)
XJ(2,3) X̂(3)m(2)
XJ(2,4) X̂(4)m(2)
Figure 3.1: Left: Missing patterns for block-wise missing data. Right: Multiple block-wise
imputations for the missing block in Group 2.
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3.2 Method
3.2.1 Multiple Block-wise Imputation
In this subsection, we propose a multiple block-wise imputation approach which can utilize more
observed information from incomplete case groups than traditional imputation methods. Specifi-
cally, for a given Group r with missing values of Xm(r), each of the G(r) groups contains observed
values corresponding to missing Xm(r), and also observed values corresponding to a subset of ob-
served X a(r). Therefore, we can predict missing values in the r-th group with Mr = |G(r)| ways
to borrow information from all the groups in G(r), instead of using a complete case group only.
More specifically, for each k ∈ G(r), let J(r, k) = a(r)∩a(k) be an index set of covariates which
are observed in Groups r and k. For each j ∈ m(r), we estimate E(Xj|X J(r,k)) utilizing all the
groups containing observed values of both Xj and X J(r,k), and then impute missing values for Xj
in the r-th group using association information in the conditional expectation. Let X̂(k)m(r) represent
the imputation for all missing values in Group r. The proposed multiple imputations approach is
referred to as Multiple Block-wise Imputation (MBI). We illustrate the MBI with an example in
Figure 3.1. For Group 2, covariates observed in both Group 2 and a group in G(2) = {1, 3, 4} are
indexed by J(2, 1) = B1∪B2, J(2, 3) = B1, and J(2, 4) = B2, respectively, where Bk is an index
set of covariates from Source k for k = 1, 2, 3.
The traditional imputation methods, such as the SI, only utilize observed values in Group 2
and Group 1 to impute the missing values in Group 2, namely X̂(1)m(2), as shown on the top right
of Figure 3.1. In contrast, the proposed method can incorporate more information from Groups
3 and 4 in addition to Groups 1 and 2, and impute the missing values in Group 2 using three
different blocks of observed variables. Namely, we estimate E(XB3|XB1∪B2), E(XB3|XB1) and
E(XB3|XB2) based on Group 1, Groups 1 and 3, and Groups 1 and 4, respectively. We then
impute the missing values via the above three estimated conditional expectations and the observed
information in Group 2. Compared with the SI, the proposed MBI incorporates additional imputed
values X̂(3)m(2) and X̂
(4)
m(2) via E(XB3|XB1) and E(XB3|XB2), where the estimation involves more
observed samples than the SI approach. In particular, when estimating conditional expectation for
the imputations, we aggregate subjects from different missing pattern groups, which can diminish
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the influence of specific missing patterns of covariates.
3.2.2 Integration of MBI
In this subsection, we propose to integrate information from all available sources and multiple
block-wise imputations. Specifically, we construct estimating functions for each group according
to its missing pattern. For a given Group r containing missing values and k ∈ G(r), since missing
Xm(r) are estimated through E(Xm(r)|X J(r,k)) which is a projection onto X J(r,k), the covariates
X J(r,k) are uncorrelated with residuals of the projection Xm(r) − E(Xm(r)|X J(r,k)). Therefore,





y −X a(r)β0a(r) − E(Xm(r)|X J(r,k))β0m(r)
}]




Xm(r) − E(Xm(r)|X J(r,k))
}]
β0m(r) = 0,
where β0a(r) and β
0
m(r) denote the true coefficients of X a(r) and Xm(r), respectively. In addition,















Xm(r) − E(Xm(r)|X J(r,k))
}]
β0m(r) = 0.
Note that J(r, k) ∪m(r) = {a(r) ∩ a(k)} ∪m(r) = a(k) since m(r) ⊂ a(k) for k ∈ G(r).
Thus, we construct estimating functions corresponding to observed covariates in the k-th group




i1 , . . . , X
(k)
ip ) be the
i-th imputed sample based on Group k, where X(k)ij = Xij if the j-th covariate is observed in the
sample xi, otherwise X
(k)
ij is an imputed value of Xij in X̂
(k)
m(r). The estimating functions for the

















yi − µ(k)i (β)
}
for i ∈ H(r),
where z(k)i is a sub-vector of x
(k)
i consisting of X
(k)
ij for j ∈ a(k), ∂µ
(k)
i /∂βa(k) is the derivative of
µ
(k)
i (β) = x
(k)
i β with respect to βa(k), and βa(k) is the coefficient vector corresponding to X a(k).
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To integrate information from all available missing patterns and imputations, we propose an
aggregated vector of estimating functions:










nr is the number of samples from the r-th group, and g
(r)
i (β) is a vector consisting of g
(r,k)
i (β) for
k ∈ G(r). If the r-th group only has complete observations, then G(r) = {r}, Mr = 1 and
g
(r)
i (β) = g
(r,r)
i (β) = x
T
i {yi − µi(β)} for i ∈ H(r).
Note that the total number of equations exceeds the number of coefficient parameters, and es-
timating functions from groups with fewer missing variables or more accurate imputations tend
to have smaller variance. To optimally combine all the estimating functions in g(β), we estimate
coefficients β through the penalized generalized method of moments [15] which minimizes























is the sample covariance matrix of g(β), and pλ(·) is a penalty function with tuning parameter λ.
Here we can choose the SCAD penalty due to its oracle properties [30]. The sample covariance
matrix W (β) is a block diagonal matrix since estimating functions are formulated based on dif-
ferent missing patterns. However,W (β) could be singular or close to singular due to overlapping
information in imputations, or due to a large number of estimating functions compared to a rela-
tively small sample size. For example, as illustrated in Figure 3.1, the observed values of Source 1




3.2.3 Solving the singularity issue of estimating equations
To solve the singularity issue of estimating equations, we reduce the dimension of g(r) for r =
1, . . . , R, through combining informative estimating equations, e.g., utilizing the first several largest
principle components (PCs) [105, 22]. Specifically, we divide the estimating functions in g(r) into




(1) consists of the functions with the imputation based on complete
observations, and g(r)(2) contains the remaining estimating functions in g
(r). We proceed to extract
informative principle components from g(r)(1) and g
(r)
(2) separately. Let Group 1 be the complete case
group, and W (r)11 and W
(r)




(2), respectively. If the
dimension of g(r)(1) is too large such that W
(r)
11 is singular or close to singular, we extract the first








1 contains t1 eigenvectors of W
(r)
11
corresponding to the largest t1 nonzero eigenvalues, and t1 can be selected to retain sufficient in-
formation. If W (r)11 is neither singular nor close to singular, we retain all the estimating functions
in g(r)(1), and let U
(r)




We orthogonalize g(r)(2) against the h
















and V (r)21 is the sample covariance matrix between g
(r)
(2) and h
(r). Similarly, if the sample covariance





orthogonalized ḡ(r)(2), where U
(r)
2 contains t2 eigenvectors of the sample covariance matrix of ḡ
(r)
(2)
corresponding to the largest t2 nonzero eigenvalues. Otherwise, we retain all the ḡ
(r)
(2), and let U
(r)
2
be an identity matrix.
Let
U (r) =





















1 . Thus, U
(r)g(r) contains all the essential information from the estimating functions
of the r-th group, while solving the singularity issue of the sample covariance matrix. The num-
bers of principle components t1 and t2 can be tuned through the Bayesian information type of
criterion proposed by [22] to capture sufficient information from the estimating functions in (3.2).
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Consequently, the proposed estimator β̂ is obtained via minimizing




where U = diag{U (1), . . . ,U (R)}. In the following section, we also provide an algorithm and
implementation strategy of the proposed method.
3.3 Implementation
In this section, we provide the detailed algorithm for the proposed method. The conditional ex-
pectations of missing covariates in MBI can be estimated via linear regression models, general-
ized linear models (GLM) or non-parametric models. In this chapter, we utilize the GLM [71] to
accommodate not only continuous covariates but also discrete covariates. Specifically, for each
group 1 ≤ r ≤ R, j ∈ m(r), and k ∈ G(r), we adopt the GLM to predict E(Xj|X J(r,k)) if
groups containing observed values of both Xj and X J(r,k) have a larger sample size than the num-
ber of observed variables |J(r, k)|, or adopt the L1-regularized GLM [37] otherwise. To obtain the
L1-regularized GLM estimator, we apply the glmnet package (https://cran.r-project.org/web
packages/glmnet/index.html) in R. The imputed values in MBI are then computed based on the
estimated conditional expectation.
If the sample covariance matrix W (r) of g(r) from Group r is singular or close to singular,























j is an approximation of Ω based
on the t largest eigenvectors, where λj is the j-th largest eigenvalue of Ω, and vj is the eigenvector
of Ω corresponding to λj . Since tr{Ω− Ω̃(t)} =
∑d
j=t+1 λj , the minimizer of Ψ(t) is indeed the
number of eigenvalues which are larger than tr{Ω} log(nrd)/(nrd).




Figure 3.2: The objective function f ∗(β).
Algorithm 1
1. Obtain initial values β(0) based on complete observations. Set tolerance ε, and
the tuning parameters λ and a.
2. Estimate X̂(j)m(r) via the GLM or L1-regularized GLM depending on the sample
size for each r = 1, . . . , R and j ∈ G(r).
3. At the k-th iteration, given β(k−1) and sk−1 from the (k − 1)-th iteration:
(a) Select the number of principle components using (3.5) if W (r) is singular
for r = 1, . . . , R.
(b) Calculate the conjugate direction sk using (3.6).
(c) Calculate the step size αk using (3.7).
(d) Update β(k) = β(k−1) + αksk.





j |} < ε.
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function f ∗(β) near true coefficients. In this example, there are three sources and four groups with
p1 = p2 = p3 = 20 and n1 = n2 = n3 = n4 = 1000, where each source contains one relevant
predictor with a signal strength of 1 and the missing patterns are the same as in Groups 1–4 in
Figure 3.1. The true coefficients of β1 and β2 are 1 and 0, respectively. Figure 3.2 shows that
f ∗(β) has a unique minimizer around the true coefficients.
To obtain the minimizer, we propose to iteratively decrease f ∗(β) via the nonlinear conjugate
gradient algorithm [25] which converges quadratically [23] without requiring the second derivative
of the objective function. At the k-th iteration, the conjugate direction is
sk = −∇f ∗(β(k−1)) + γk−1sk−1, (3.6)





sTk−1 {∇f ∗(β(k−2))−∇f ∗(β(k−1))}
,
and s1 = −∇f ∗(β(0)). Here, the initial values β(0) are obtained by performing the Lasso method
[94] on complete observations, and the gradient is numerically calculated via central differences.
We determine the step size in the conjugate direction sk through a line search:
αk = argmin
α
f ∗(β(k−1) + αsk). (3.7)
We summarize the whole procedure for the implementation of the proposed method in Algorithm
1. Note that estimation of MBI is carried out in Step 2, and the nonlinear conjugate gradient
method is performed in Step 3.
To select the tuning parameter λ in the penalty function pλ(·), we propose a BIC-type criterion
(MBI-BIC) as follows:




+ dfλ · log(N),
where β̂λ is the proposed estimator for a given λ, dfλ is the number of non-zero estimated coeffi-
cients in β̂λ, and RSS(β̂λ) =
∑R
r=1RSSr(β̂λ) is the residual sum of squares from all the missing
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yi − µ(j)i (β̂λ)
}2
.
Compared with the traditional Bayesian information criterion (BIC) [81], the proposed MBI-BIC
incorporates additional information from incomplete observations via the MBI. We select the op-
timal tuning parameter λ corresponding to the lowest MBI-BIC.
3.4 Theory
In this section, we provide the theoretical foundation of the proposed method under regularity con-
ditions. In particular, we establish estimation consistency, selection consistency, and asymptotic
normality of the proposed estimator. We also show that the proposed MBI leads to more efficient
estimation than a single imputation method. Throughout this section, we assume that sources of
covariates for each subject are missing at random.
3.4.1 Asymptotic properties for fixed p and q
In this subsection, we assume that p and q are both fixed as n → ∞, where n = min{n1, . . . ,




T , . . . , g
(R)
i (β)
T )T is a column vector consisting of the i-th sample of all available
estimating functions with g(r)i (β) = 0 if i /∈ H(r) for 1 ≤ r ≤ R. We require the following
regularity conditions:




































where XiJ(r,k) is a vector consisting of samples Xiv for all v ∈ J(r, k), and Ê(Xl|XiJ(r,k)) is an
estimator of E(Xl|X J(r,k) = XiJ(r,k)).
Condition 2. For any 1 ≤ r ≤ R, with a sufficiently large n,
P (Columns ofG(r)(β0) are linearly dependent when β0m(r) 6= 0) = 0,
where G(r)(β) = (g(r)1 (β), . . . , g
(r)
N (β))
T is a submatrix of G(β) with columns representing esti-
mating functions of the r-th group.
Condition 3. For each 1 ≤ j ≤ p, there exists 1 ≤ r ≤ R such that j ∈ a(r) ∩ {∪k∈G(r)a(k)}.
Condition 4. Assume that lim
n→∞
n/nr exists and is finite for any 1 ≤ r ≤ R.
Note that, equations (3.8) and (3.9) in Condition 1 are satisfied if the consistency of a coefficient
estimator for X J(r,m) holds under a linear model in predicting Xl and Xu, which can be obtained
through the least squares or GLM [27] estimator. Moreover, Condition 1 requires the existence
of the fourth moments of covariates and the error term. Condition 2 holds when the block-wise
imputations based on different missing pattern groups are distinct with probability 1. Condition
3 is satisfied when the block-wise missing data contain complete cases, while for data with no
complete cases, it requires that each covariate is observed from at least one group and utilized in
the MBI to predict missing values. Additionally, Condition 4 assumes that ratios between sample
sizes of different missing pattern groups are finite as n goes to infinity.
To simplify expression of the following theorem, we define some notations. Let βAS and βAN
be vectors of βj for j ∈ AS or j ∈ AN , respectively. Let G∗0(β) = G(β){U(β0)}T be the
sample matrix for transformed estimating functions with linearly independent columns at β = β0.
Denote an index set for estimating functions of the r-th group in G∗0(β) by E(r). In addition, we
let V̂1 = {G∗0(β0)}TDG∗0(β0), V̂2 = ∇AS(1TDG∗0)(β0) be the first derivative of 1TDG∗0 with










−1, where V1 and V2 are expectations of








2 , and D and D̃0 are diagonal matrices with Dii = 1/nr if
i ∈ H(r), and (D̃0)ii = lim
n→∞
n/nr if i ∈ E(r), respectively.
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Theorem 6. Under Conditions 1–3, if λn
√




log n → ∞ as n → ∞,
then there exists a local minimizer β̂ of f ∗(β) such that the following properties hold:
(i) Estimation consistency: ‖β̂ − β0‖2 = Op(n−1/2 log n).
(ii) Sparsity recovery: P (β̂AN = 0)→ 1 as n→∞.




Theorem 6 states that the proposed estimator is almost root-n consistent and selects the true
model with probability approaching 1. In addition, the estimator of nonzero coefficients β̂AS is
asymptotically normal under Condition 4. The empirical covariance matrix of β̂AS is V̂ simi-
larly defined as V but replacing V1, V2, and V3 by V̂1, V̂2, and V̂3, respectively, where V̂3 =
V̂2D̃
1/2V̂ −11 D̃
1/2V̂ T2 , and D̃ is a diagonal matrix with (D̃)ii = n/nr if i ∈ E(r).
If only a single regression imputation based on complete observations is utilized, the sample
estimating functions are G(1)(β) = G(β){U(1)}T , where U(1) selects estimating functions corre-
sponding to the single imputation. Then, the empirical covariance matrix of the estimator induced




2 , and V̂
(1)
3 are similarly defined as V̂ , V̂1, V̂2, and V̂3,
respectively, except thatG∗0(β
0) and D̃ are replaced byG(1)(β0) and D̃(1), and D̃(1) is a diagonal
matrix with (D̃(1))ii = n/nr if the i-th estimating function inG(1) corresponds to the r-th group.
In the following proposition, we show that utilizing the MBI improves the empirical efficiency
of the parameter estimation with a smaller asymptotic variance compared with a single imputation
approach. Let λmax(·) denote the largest eigenvalue of a matrix.
Proposition 4. Under the conditions in Theorem 6, V̂ (1) − V̂ is positive semi-definite if n/nM ≥















T}1/2 and nM = max{n1, . . . , nR}.
Proposition 4 indicates that the proposed estimator with MBI gains efficiency through incor-
porating additional information from incomplete case groups. Since the eigenvalues of F are all
smaller than 1 based on the proof of Proposition 4, n/nM ≥ λmax(F ) holds for sufficiently large n
when subjects are almost evenly assigned to different groups as n goes to infinity. In the following,
we will establish consistency of the proposed estimator for diverging p and q.
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3.4.2 Consistency for diverging p and q
In this subsection, we consider cases when p and q increase as n increases, that is, p = pn and
q = qn. We assume that the number of sources does not diverge as n goes to infinity. Let
H(β) =
(
{1TD∂1G(β)}T , . . . , {1TD∂pG(β)}T
)T , HAS(β) and HAN (β) be sub-matrices of
H(β) consisting of rows corresponding to covariates indexed by AS and AN , respectively, where
∂jG(β) denotes the first derivative of G(β) with respect to βj for 1 ≤ j ≤ p. We also let
Ŵ (β) = {U(β0)}T{W ∗0 (β)}−1U(β0) be an estimator of the weighting matrix for all estimating
functions, W̃ (β) = HAS(β)Ŵ (β){HAS(β)}T , and B0 = {β : ‖β − β0‖∞ ≤ n−κ0 log n} be a
neighborhood of β0 for some constant κ0, where W ∗0 (β) = G
∗
0(β)
TDG∗0(β). Denote the mini-
mum signal by βmin = min
j∈AS
|β0j |, and the smallest eigenvalue of a matrix by λmin(·). For simplicity,
we write w.p.a.1 as shorthand for “with probability approaching one.” Since the dimensions of G
and β diverge as n grows, we require the following regularity conditions.
Condition 5. For β ∈ B0, and some positive constants κ4 and κ3 < min{κ′1/2 − κ0/2, κ′1/4 −
κ2/4}, max
i,j∈AS




κ3), ‖H(β)‖∞ = Op(nκ3), λmin(W̃ (β)) > κ4 w.p.a.1, where κ′1 = κ1−1/6, κ1 ∈ (1/6, 1/2]
and κ0, κ2 ∈ (0, κ′1] are constants.
Condition 5 controls the norms of matrices related to the estimating function matrix G for β
in a neighborhood of true coefficients, which is similar to the conditions in [31, Theorem B.1 and
Theorem B.2]. In particular, the condition assumes a lower bound for eigenvalues of W̃ to ensure
a strict local minimizer of the objective function f ∗(β). Let Tn(β) = ∇2NSLn(β){∇2SSLn(β)}−1,
where Ln(β) is the first term in (3.4) with U = U(β0). Here, ∇2NSLn(β) is a sub-matrix of
the Hessian matrix of Ln(β) with rows and columns indexed by AN and AS , respectively, while
∇2SSLn(β) is defined similarly with rows and columns both indexed by AS .
Condition 6. For some constant τ1 > κ0 + κ2, p′λn(βmin/2) = O(n
−τ1) and λ−1n ‖Tn(β)‖∞ ≤
min{η1/p′λn(βmin/2), Op(n
η2)}, where η1 ∈ (0, 1) and η2 ∈ (0, κ′1 − 2κ3) are constants.
Condition 6 is standard for the SCAD penalty [33], where p′λn(βmin/2) = O(n
−τ1) can be
satisfied as long as βmin is large enough, since p′λn(·) is decreasing. The requirement for Tn(β) is
similar to the irrepresentable condition of the SCAD penalty under high-dimensionality [33], but
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is derived for the loss function based on estimating equations instead of the least squares loss. For
each 1 ≤ r ≤ R and k ∈ G(k), let X̂(r,k) be the completed data in Group r using imputed values
based on Group k, and X̄(r,k) be the samples in Group r but with missing values in the i-th sample
replaced by E(Xm(r)|XiJ(r,k)).
Condition 7. There exists a constant τ2 > κ1 − 1/6 such that for β ∈ B0 and 1 ≤ r ≤ R,












[∣∣Z {ε+ (Xm(r) − E(Xm(r)|X J(r,k)))βm(r)}∣∣3] = o(√n),where Ẑ(r,k) consists of columns
in X̂(r,k) indexed by a(k), and Z = Xj or Ê(Xl|X J(r,k)) for l ∈ m(r) and j ∈ J(r, k).
Condition 7 is analogous to Condition 1. Similar to equations (3.8) and (3.9), equation (3.10)
can be obtained through the Lasso [114] or SCAD [33] under linear regression models in predicting
missing covariates, assuming that the magnitude of true coefficients and the numbers of missing
covariates across groups do not diverge too fast as n→∞.
Theorem 7 (Consistency under high-dimensionality). Under Conditions 2 and 5–7, if log pn =
O(n1−2κ1), qn = O(nκ2) and βmin > n−κ0 log n, then there exists a strict local minimizer β̂ of
f ∗(β) in (3.4) such that the following properties hold:
(i) Estimation consistency: ‖β̂ − β0‖∞ = Op(n−κ0
√
log n).
(ii) Sparsity recovery: P (β̂AN = 0)→ 1 as n→∞.
Theorem 7 states that when the number of covariates grows exponentially, the proposed method
still processes estimation consistency and recovers sparsity accurately under regularity conditions.
That is, the proposed estimator selects the true model with probability tending to 1. We provide
the proofs of Theorems 6–7 and Proposition 4 in the supplementary material.
3.5 Simulation study
In this section, we provide simulation studies to compare the proposed method with existing model
selection approaches for handling block-wise missing data, including complete case analysis with
the SCAD penalty (CC-SCAD), the single imputation with SCAD penalty (SI-SCAD), the iSFS,
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the DISCOM, and the DISCOM with Huber’s M-estimate (DISCOM-Huber). The simulation re-
sults show that the proposed method achieves higher model selection accuracy than other compet-
ing methods through fully utilizing information from incomplete samples. We simulate data from
a linear model (3.1) using 50 replications, where ε ∼ N(0, IN) and each row ofX is independent
and identically distributed from a normal distribution with mean 0 and an exchangeable covariance
matrix determined by a variance parameter σ2 = 1 and a covariance parameter ρ. We also carry out
simulations with binary covariates or an unstructured correlation matrix. The simulation results for
the unstructured correlation matrix are provided in the supplementary material.
The proposed method is implemented based on Algorithm 1. The imputation in SI-SCAD is esti-
mated in a similar fashion but only based on the complete case group. The minimization problem in
CC-SCAD and SI-SCAD is solved through the coordinate descent algorithm. We utilize the Matlab
codes in https://github.com/coderxiang
/MachLearnScripts to calculate the iSFS estimator. The implementation of DISCOM and
DISCOM-Huber is provide by [108]. In addition, we tune the parameter λ for the CC-SCAD,
SI-SCAD, and iSFS via BIC. Following [108], the λ in DISCOM and DISCOM-Huber is tuned
by a validation set from the complete observations. For the methods with the SCAD penalty, we
choose a = 3.7 [30].
We calculate the false negative rate (FNR) representing the proportion of unselected relevant
covariates and the false positive rate (FPR) representing the proportion of selected irrelevant co-
variates as follows: ∑p













We say that a method has better model selection performance if the overall false negative plus false
positive rate (FNR+FPR) is smaller. We compare all the methods under the following five settings
where the relevant predictors in Source k share the same signal strength βsk for k = 1, . . . , S. In the
first two settings, we assume missing at random and missing completely at random, respectively,
while we assume informative missing in the third and fourth settings. In addition, we consider data
with no complete observations in the last setting.
Setting 1: Let N = 700, p = 40, q = 14, R = 4, S = 4, n1 = 30, n2 = n3 = 220, n4 = 230,
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p1 = p2 = p3 = 12, p4 = 4, (βs1, βs2, βs3, βs4) = (6, 7, 8, 9), and ρ = 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, or 0.8.
Each of the first three sources contains four relevant covariates, and the last source contains two
relevant covariates. Samples are sequentially randomly assigned into the complete case group
with probabilities proportional to exp(−ai) for 1 ≤ i ≤ N , where ai = 10(Xi37 + · · · + Xi40)
and Xi37, . . . , Xi40 are the four covariates from Source 4 for the i-th sample. Otherwise, they are
uniformly assigned to the other three groups, where Sources 1–3 have the same missing structure
as the three sources in Groups 2–4 in Figure 3.1, and Source 4 covariates are all observed. This
assignment ensures that samples with higher ai are less likely to be assigned to Group 1 of the
complete cases.
Since ai depends on Source 4 covariates which are observed across all the missing patterns,
samples in Setting 1 are missing at random. The proposed method outperforms other competing
methods for various correlations even with a high missing rate (95.7%) as we are able to extract
more information from incomplete samples. Table 3.1 shows that the overall FNR+FPR of the
proposed method is the lowest among all methods. For example, when ρ = 0.7, the FNR+FPR
of the proposed method is 0.481, which is only 66.5%, 56.7%, 62.5%, 63.5%, and 51.5% of the
FNR+FPR of CC-SCAD, SI-SCAD, DISCOM, DISCOM-Huber, and iSFS, respectively. Note
that the FNR+FPR of iSFS is the same for different ρ since the iSFS always selects Source 4
covariates. This is possibly due to the larger weight of Source 4 when applying the iSFS approach,
as covariates of Source 4 are observed in all samples.
We also investigate the performance of the proposed method under high-dimensional situations
in the following Setting 2.
Setting 2: Let N = 90, p = 150, q = 10, R = 4, S = 3, n1 = 40, n2 = 30, n3 = n4 = 10,
p1 = 15, p2 = 20, p3 = 115, (βs1, βs2, βs3) = (6, 5, 4), and ρ = 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, or 0.8. Sources
1, 2, and 3 contain 4, 3, and 3 relevant covariates, respectively. All the samples are uniformly
assigned to the four groups, which have the same missing structure as Groups 1–4 in Figure 3.1.
The proposed method is more powerful in variable selection than other methods under the high-
dimensional situations, as its FNR+FPR is the smallest among all the methods, as indicated in
Table 3.2. In particular, the proposed method performs especially effectively when correlations
among covariates are as strong as 0.8, with FNR+FPR = 0.251, much smaller than any FNR+FPR
of other methods. This is possibly because the strong correlations improve imputations in MBI,
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which compensate the negative effect of highly correlated covariates on variable selection under
high-dimensional settings [118, 33].
In the next setting, we consider the missing not at random.
Setting 3: Let N = 250, p = 60, q = 15, R = 4, S = 3, n1 = n2 = 45, n3 = n4 = 80,
p1 = p2 = p3 = 20, (βs1, βs2, βs3) = (2.5, 3, 3.5), and ρ = 0.4, 0.6, or 0.8. Each source contains
five relevant covariates. Here, missing group assignment of the samples is the same as in Setting
1, except that there is no Source 4 and ai = 3(Xi1 + · · · + Xi5 + yi), where Xi1, . . . , Xi5 are the
i-th sample of the five relevant covariates from Source 1.
In Setting 3, the probability of a missing sample depends on missing covariates and the response
variable, which leads to informative missingness and biased imputation based on the complete
group in SI-SCAD. In contrast, the proposed method, incorporating additional imputed values
through aggregating different missing patterns, is able to reduce the selection bias caused by miss-
ingness. For example, when ρ = 0.6, the FNR+FPR of the proposed method is 0.402, less than
those of other methods. Note that the FNRs of DISCOM and DISCOM-Huber are small since these
two methods tend to over-select variables, consequently producing large FPRs. On the other hand,
the CC-SCAD tends to select fewer variables due to insufficient numbers of complete observations,
which leads to small FPR and large FNR.
In the following Setting 4, we consider binary covariates. We first simulate data from a multi-
variate normal distribution with correlation ρ similarly as in previous settings, and then transform
each covariate Xj in Source 1 to sign(Xj).
Setting 4: Let N = 250, p = 60, q = 15, R = 4, S = 3, n1 = 45, n2 = n3 = 265, n4 = 125,
p1 = p2 = p3 = 20, (βs1, βs2, βs3) = (7, 8, 9), and ρ = 0.4 or 0.7. Sources 1, 2, and 3 contain 2,
6, and 7 relevant covariates, respectively. Missing group assignment of the samples is the same as
that in Setting 3, except that ai = 10yi for 1 ≤ i ≤ N .
In addition to FNR and FPR, we also calculate the mean-squared-error (MSE) of the estimators.
Table 3.4 shows that the proposed method has the smallest FNR+FPR and MSE among all the
methods under Setting 4, indicating that the proposed method performs better than other compet-
ing methods in both variable selection and coefficient estimation under the situations with binary
covariates. Note that although the CC-SCAD does not perform well in estimation due to informa-
tive missing, it is still able to select variables more accurately than all other methods except the
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ρ Proposed method CC-SCAD SI-SCAD DISCOM DISCOM-Huber iSFS
0.4 0.536 0.624 0.784 0.859 0.854 0.934
0.5 0.546 0.629 0.859 0.846 0.842 0.934
0.6 0.513 0.740 0.826 0.803 0.806 0.934
0.7 0.481 0.723 0.849 0.770 0.758 0.934
0.8 0.533 0.789 0.824 0.727 0.710 0.934
Table 3.1: FNR+FPR under Setting 1.
ρ Proposed method CC-SCAD SI-SCAD DISCOM DISCOM-Huber iSFS
0.4 0.256 0.530 0.275 0.558 0.569 0.714
0.5 0.261 0.639 0.294 0.609 0.604 0.706
0.6 0.237 0.675 0.370 0.641 0.683 0.679
0.7 0.283 0.789 0.539 0.654 0.740 0.746
0.8 0.251 0.854 0.725 0.715 0.715 0.732
Table 3.2: FNR+FPR under Setting 2.
proposed method, especially for relatively small ρ. Moreover, the DISCOM and DISCOM-Huber
perform the worst in this setting, possibly because the DISCOM methods are based on covariances.
Setting 5: We follow similarly as in Setting 3, except that there is no complete case group and
R = 3. Let N = 300, n1 = n2 = n3 = 100, (βs1, βs2, βs3) = (0.8, 1, 1.5), ρ = 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, or 0.8.
All the samples are uniformly assigned to the three missing groups.
The proposed method is capable of handling data with no complete observations. However, com-
plete observations are required for CC-SCAD, SI-SCAD, DISCOM, and DISCOM-Huber. Thus,
we only compare the proposed method with iSFS in this setting. The proposed method performs
better than iSFS on both estimation and variable selection especially when the correlations among
covariates are strong. Table 3.5 shows that the FNR, FPR, and MSE of the proposed method are
less than those of iSFS, respectively, in most situations. Moreover, the FNR+FPR of the proposed
ρ = 0.4 ρ = 0.6 ρ = 0.8Method
FNR FPR FNR+FPR FNR FPR FNR+FPR FNR FPR FNR+FPR
Proposed method 0.096 0.298 0.394 0.105 0.297 0.402 0.123 0.294 0.417
CC-SCAD 0.351 0.090 0.440 0.461 0.082 0.543 0.613 0.070 0.683
SI-SCAD 0.492 0.308 0.800 0.455 0.288 0.743 0.492 0.280 0.772
DISCOM 0.000 0.541 0.541 0.001 0.541 0.542 0.015 0.465 0.480
DISCOM-Huber 0.009 0.509 0.518 0.069 0.472 0.541 0.196 0.380 0.576
iSFS 0.425 0.289 0.714 0.440 0.304 0.744 0.479 0.285 0.764
Table 3.3: FNR, FPR, and FNR+FPR under Setting 3.
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ρ = 0.4 ρ = 0.7Method
FNR FPR FNR+FPR MSE FNR FPR FNR+FPR MSE
Proposed method 0.024 0.160 0.184 1.570 0.052 0.151 0.203 2.449
CC-SCAD 0.368 0.096 0.464 16.409 0.588 0.056 0.644 33.813
SI-SCAD 0.264 0.454 0.718 15.291 0.319 0.451 0.770 18.715
DISCOM 0.000 0.726 0.726 2.560 0.000 0.703 0.703 3.909
DISCOM-Huber 0.000 0.916 0.916 39.614 0.005 0.872 0.877 47.117
iSFS 0.215 0.331 0.545 9.758 0.184 0.420 0.604 11.932
Table 3.4: FNR, FPR, FNR+FPR, and MSE under Setting 4.
FNR FPR FNR+FPR MSE
ρ
Proposed iSFS Proposed iSFS Proposed iSFS Proposed iSFS
0.5 0.267 0.395 0.233 0.380 0.500 0.774 0.258 0.255
0.6 0.228 0.405 0.154 0.380 0.382 0.785 0.174 0.262
0.7 0.221 0.428 0.135 0.377 0.356 0.805 0.148 0.296
0.8 0.201 0.435 0.114 0.370 0.316 0.804 0.120 0.326
Table 3.5: FNR, FPR, FNR+FPR, and MSE under Setting 5. “Proposed” stands for the proposed
method.
method decreases as ρ increases, indicating that incorporating correlation information among co-
variates plays an important role in imputation especially when there are no complete cases.
3.6 Real data application
In this section, we apply the proposed method to the Alzheimer’s Disease Neuroimaging Initiative
(ADNI) study [69] and compare it with existing approaches. A primary goal of this study is to iden-
tify biomarkers which can track the progression of Alzheimer’s Disease (AD). Since the cognitive
score from the Mini-Mental State Examination (MMSE) [36] can measure cognitive impairment
and is a diagnostic indicator of Alzheimer’s disease [95], we treat the MMSE as the response vari-
able, and intend to select biomarkers from three complementary data sources: MRI, PET, and gene
expression. The MRI is segmented and analyzed in FreeSurfer by the Center for Imaging of Neu-
rodegnerative Diseases at the University of California, San Francisco, which produces quantitative
variables on volume, surface area, and thickness of regions of interest. Quantitative variables from
PET images are computed by the Jagust Lab at the University of California, Berkeley, while gene
expression variables are extracted form blood samples by Bristol-Myers Squibb laboratories.
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We mainly focus on quantitative variables from MRI, PET, and gene expression in the second
phrase of the ADNI study (ADNI-2) at month 48 where block-wise missingness emerges due to
low-quality images, high cost of measurements, or patients’ dropouts. We screen out 100 features
from each source through iterative sure independence screening (ISIS) [32], and select subjects
containing observations from at least two sources. In total, there are 300 features and 223 subjects
in four groups with 69 complete observations, that is, p = 300, N = 223, and R = 4, where the
four groups have the same missing pattern structure as Groups 1–4 in Figure 3.1. As the missing
rate of this dataset is nearly 70%, it is important to fully utilize incomplete observations such as
with the proposed method.
To compare the performance of the proposed method with existing methods, we randomly split
the data into a test set and a training set 100 times. The test set consists of 20% of all the sam-
ples, which are randomly selected from complete observations, while the training set contains the
remaining 80% of all the samples with a missing rate of 86.5%. Let yi be the i-th true response
value in the test set, and ŷi be the corresponding fitted value using the model based on the training




i=1(ŷi − yi)2 for each
test set corresponding to each method, where T is the number of observations in the test set. We
also calculate the relative improvement (RI-RMSE) of the proposed method over other methods
in terms of mean RMSE based on the 100 replications. Specifically, the RI-RMSE of any given
method is the ratio of the difference between the mean RMSE of the given method and the pro-
posed method, to the mean RMSE of the given method. To investigate data with a higher missing
rate, we also randomly partition all the samples into 25% test and 75% training sets with a missing
rate of 92.2% for 100 times, and calculate the corresponding RMSE and RI-RMSE in a similar
fashion.
In general, the proposed method achieves higher variable selection and prediction accuracy than
all other methods for the ADNI data due to incorporating correlation information from incom-
plete observations. Specifically, Table 3.6 shows that the mean RMSE of the proposed method is
smaller than that of any other method under two missing rates, even though the proposed method
selects fewer variables than most of the other methods, which implies that the proposed method
selects variables more accurately. More precisely, the proposed method reduces the RMSE of any
other method by more than 10%, according to the RI-RMSE. Moreover, the relative improvement
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86.5% missing rate 92.2% missing rateMethod
NS Mean SD RI-RMSE NS Mean SD RI-RMSE
Proposed method 26 4.586 0.569 – 24 4.724 0.431 –
CC-SCAD 11 5.304 0.739 15.7% 7 5.510 1.108 16.6%
SI-SCAD 36 5.224 0.753 13.9% 36 5.687 0.816 20.4%
DISCOM 91 6.199 0.653 35.2% 112 6.579 0.722 39.3%
DISCOM-Huber 103 5.314 0.563 15.9% 126 5.540 0.708 17.3%
iSFS 57 38.875 3.857 >100% 57 39.674 4.022 >100%
Table 3.6: The “NS” represents the mean number of selected variables. The “Mean” and “SD”
represent mean and standard deviation of RMSE based on 100 replications, respectively. The
“RI-RMSE” for any method is the relative improvement of the proposed method over the
competing method for the ADNI data.
increases as the missing rate increases, indicating that the proposed method is more effective in
integrating data from incomplete subjects than other methods. In addition, the proposed method
produces smaller standard deviation of the RMSE and thus is more stable than most other methods.
The CC-SCAD only selects 11 or 7 variables since there are only 24 or 13 complete observations
for 80% or 85% training sets, respectively. The DISCOM and DISCOM-Huber select more vari-
ables than other methods, and iSFS performs the worst, which is consistent with the simulation
findings in Section 3.5.
Tables 3.7–3.9 provide the first NS variables most frequently selected by each method based
on the 100 training sets with 86.5% missing rate, where NS is the mean number of variables
selected by the corresponding method. The 26 variables selected by the proposed method contain
10, 8, and 8 biomarkers from MRI, gene expression, and PET, respectively, most of which are also
selected by other methods. In particular, the “ST7SV,” “ST29SV,” “ST90CV,” and PET variables
selected by the proposed method are also selected by the DISCOM, DISCOM-Huber, and iSFS.
The 8 PET biomarkers represent the sizes of fusiform, inferior lateral ventricle (left and right),
cerebrospinal fluid, entorhinal, parahippocampal, middle temporal, and supramarginal areas which
are all related to the presence of AD [40, 1, 6, 97, 96, 24, 101]. In addition, the “ST29SV”
is the volume of the left hippocampus which atrophies in AD patients [85]. Furthermore, the
“11748045_x_at” and “11719499_at” from the gene expression source are only selected by the
proposed method, representing the low density lipoprotein receptor gene and monoamine oxidase
B gene, respectively, which are both candidate genes associated with AD [59, 80].
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In summary, the proposed method produces smaller RMSE for prediction in test sets than other
competing methods with fewer selected variables, indicating that our method achieves better per-
formance in variable selection. Moreover, the biomarkers selected by the proposed method are
indeed important and relevant to the response variable, which are also confirmed by medical stud-
ies.
3.7 Discussion
In this chapter, we propose the multiple block-wise imputation approach to solve the block-wise
missing problem arising from multi-source data. The proposed method improves variable selection
accuracy through incorporating more information about missing covariates from incomplete case
groups.
The existing methods for missing data do not fully utilize the structure of block-wise missing
data to impute missing values and select relevant covariates. In contrast, the proposed MBI es-
timates missing variables within a group based on other group information, including complete
and incomplete subject groups as well, where the complete subject group contains more observed
variables, while incomplete groups incorporate more samples.
To integrate all the block-wise imputations and missing patterns, we propose to combine esti-
mating equations optimally and put more weight on estimating functions from groups with either
fewer missing values or more accurate imputation. The proposed estimator is obtained through
minimizing the penalized generalized method of moments.
We show that the proposed method outperforms existing competitive methods in numerical stud-
ies, even for informative missing. Specifically, the proposed method is more powerful in handling
informative missing data since the MBI reduces selection bias through aggregating more sam-
ples across different missing pattern groups than a single regression imputation based on complete
cases. In addition, we establish the asymptotic normality, estimation and variable selection consis-
tency for the proposed estimator. We also show that the proposed estimator is asymptotically more
efficient than the estimator with a single imputation based on the complete case group.
Although the MBI creates multiple predictions for each missing value to account for uncertainty




ST7SV, ST21SV, ST29SV, ST32TA, ST40TA,








ST7SV, ST12SV, ST13CV, ST13TA, ST15CV, ST15TA, ST21SV,
ST24CV, ST24TA, ST25TA, ST26TA, ST26CV, ST29SV, ST30SV,
ST31CV, ST32CV, ST34CV, ST37SV, ST40CV, ST50CV,
ST52CV, ST56CV, ST58CV, ST59CV, ST60CV, ST68SV,
ST69SV, ST70SV, ST71SV, ST72CV, ST80SV, ST83CV,
ST85CV, ST88SV, ST89SV, ST90CV, ST91CV, ST93CV,
ST96SV, ST99CV, ST103TA, ST103CV, ST104TA, ST109TA,
ST110TA, ST111CV, ST111TA, ST111TS, ST113TA, ST114TA,
ST115TA, ST116TA, ST117CV, ST117TA, ST118CV, ST118TA,
ST119TA, ST121TA, ST127SV, ST129CV, ST129TA, ST130TA,

















ST7SV, ST12SV, ST13CV, ST13TA, ST15CV, ST15TA, ST21SV,
ST24CV, ST24TA, ST25TA, ST26CV, ST26TA, ST29SV, ST30SV,
ST31CV, ST31TA, ST31TS, ST32CV, ST32TA, ST34CV, ST34TA,
ST35TA, ST35TS, ST36TA, ST37SV, ST38TA, ST39TA, ST40CV,
ST40TA, ST45TA, ST47TA, ST50CV, ST52CV, ST56CV,
ST58CV, ST59CV, ST60CV, ST68SV, ST69SV, ST70SV,
ST71SV, ST72CV, ST80SV, ST83CV, ST85CV, ST88SV,
ST89SV, ST90CV, ST91CV, ST93CV, ST96SV, ST99CV,
ST103CV, ST103TA, ST106TA, ST109TA, ST110TA, ST111CV,
ST111TA, ST111TS, ST113TA,ST114TA, ST115TA, ST116TA,
ST117CV, ST117TA, ST118CV, ST118TA, ST119TA, ST121TA,















ST25TA, ST30SV, ST31TS, ST32CV, ST35TS, ST39TA, ST60TA,
ST69SV, ST72CV, ST74TA, ST90TA, ST93CV, ST113TA,
ST114TA, ST119TA, ST129TA, 11743801_at, 11724946_at,
11727226_at, 11730174_at, 11753548_x_at, 11737372_at,













ST7SV, ST13CV, ST15CV, ST24CV, ST26CV, ST29SV,
ST30SV, ST31CV, ST32CV, ST37SV, ST40CV, ST52CV,
ST56CV, ST58CV, ST59CV, ST60CV, ST80SV, ST83CV,
ST85CV, ST88SV, ST89SV, ST90CV, ST91CV, ST96SV,
ST99CV, ST103CV, ST111CV, ST117CV, ST118CV, ST127SV,












Table 3.9: Biomarkers selected by DISCOM-Huber and iSFS.
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multiple imputed values from a distribution, and utilizes each completed dataset separately. It
is possible that the proposed method can be combined with MI through drawing more imputed
values from the conditional distribution of missing variables, instead of relying on conditional ex-
pectation. In general, the idea of the MBI is flexible and can also be utilized with other predictive
models besides the GLM, e.g., machine learning techniques such as the classification and regres-
sion tree-based approach [65]. Moreover, we can allow the inverse probability weighting in the
MBI to adjust for unequal sampling.
In this chapter, we propose a homogeneous model to account for observations across all the
missing patterns. However, in practice, block-wise missing data may contain very different sources
of variables for different subjects. In addition, a new subject might lack information from several
data sources; that is, it is not necessary to select variables from all data sources for personalized
prediction. For example, a healthy person can obtain sufficient information through blood tests and
thus does not need any further examinations such as imaging scans or genetic tests. Therefore, a
further research interest would be to construct a heterogeneous model selection approach to achieve
individualized prediction in the future.
3.8 Supplementary material
In the supplementary material, we provide two more simulation settings under missing completely
at random, and proofs of Theorems 6–7 and Proposition 4.
In particular, Setting 6 is simulated with an unstructured correlation matrix. We first generate a
p × p matrix A0 with each element simulated from Unif(0, 1), then let A1 = AT0A0, and finally
transform the A1 to a correlation matrix A2. In Setting 6, each row of X is independent and
identically distributed from N(0,A2). Table 3.10 shows that the proposed method outperforms
other methods in terms of overall FNR+FPR, which is consistent with results of Settings 1–5.
Setting 6: Let N = 800, p = 30, q = 6, R = 4, S = 3, p1 = p2 = 8, p3 = 14, (βs1, βs2, βs3) =
(6, 7, 8). Each source contains two relevant covariates. The four groups have the same missing
structure as Groups 1–4 illustrated in Figure 3.1. The probability of a sample to be assigned to
Group r is br for r = 1, 2, 3, 4, where b1 = 1/31 and b2 = b3 = b4 = 10/31.
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ρ Proposed method CC-SCAD SI-SCAD DISCOM DISCOM-Huber iSFS
0.4 0.079 0.185 0.569 0.402 0.344 0.749
0.5 0.077 0.274 0.541 0.600 0.548 0.783
0.6 0.105 0.253 0.495 0.718 0.707 0.812
0.7 0.108 0.209 0.482 0.746 0.706 0.818
0.8 0.158 0.186 0.431 0.730 0.665 0.801
Table 3.11: FNR+FPR under Setting 7.
Method FNR FPR FNR+FPR
Proposed method 0.027 0.303 0.329
CC-SCAD 0.587 0.089 0.676
SI-SCAD 0.140 0.525 0.665
DISCOM 0.000 0.619 0.619
DISCOM-Huber 0.000 0.611 0.611
iSFS 0.340 0.338 0.678
Table 3.10: FNR, FPR, and FNR+FPR under Setting 6.
Setting 7: We follow similarly as in Setting 6, except that the correlation matrix of each sample
is exchangeable with ρ = 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, or 0.8, and that N = 700, βs1 = βs2 = βs3 = 3.5,
b1 = 1/16, and b2 = b3 = b4 = 5/16. The results of this setting are in Table 3.11.
For the proofs, we define the following notations. For any vector v = (v1, . . . , vk) and set J , vJ
refers to a sub-vector of v, which consists of vj for all j ∈ J . If J is a singleton with an element
j, then vJ becomes vj . For any matrix M , any set J1 and J2, MJ1J2 refers to a sub-matrix of M ,
whose rows are indexed by J1 and columns are indexed by J2; MJ1,• refers to a matrix containing
rows ofM which are indexed by J1;M•,J2 refers to a matrix containing columns ofM which are
indexed by J2. For example,XiJ is a row vector containing Xij for all j ∈ J .
Proof of Theorem 6. (i) and (ii): Since we have multiple imputations in each group, columns in
G(β) could be linearly dependent. Suppose that the columns in G(β) span a dβ-dimensional
space Dβ. Then, dβ ≥ p for sufficiently large n. Since log(nrd)/(nrd) in (3.5) goes to zero as
n → ∞ for each 1 ≤ r ≤ R, U contains dβ eigenvectors of W . Then, the first term in (3.2) is
a projection of 1 onto the dβ-dimensional space Dβ, and thus does not depend on the choice of
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basis. For convenience and without loss of generality, we let U have dβ rows with Ukjk = 1 for
1 ≤ k ≤ dβ and other elements 0, and select a basis of the space spanned by the columns through
G∗(β) = G(β)[U(β)]T . Here, {j1, . . . , jdβ} are indexes of the first dβ linearly independent
columns inG which include estimating functions in the form of Xj(y−Xβ) for each 1 ≤ j ≤ p,
where elements in X are imputed if not observed. Then, we have ‖U (β)‖2 = 1 and








where 1 is a N × 1 vector of ones.
LetG∗0(β) = G(β)[U(β
0)]T and an = n−1/2 log n. For sufficiently large n, any given constant
K0, and any β ∈ B1 = {β : ‖β−β0‖2 ≤ K0an}, sinceG∗0(β) has linearly independent columns,
we can define











Let B2 = {β : βj = 0 if j ∈ AN}. Then, f ∗0 (β) ≤ f ∗(β) for any β ∈ B1, and f ∗(β) = f ∗0 (β) for
any β ∈ B1 ∩ B2 by Condition 2.
We first show that f ∗(β0 + anh) > f ∗(β0), where h is a p× 1 vector such that ‖h‖2 = K0 and
hAN = 0. Since (β
0 + anh) ∈ B1 ∩ B2, it suffices to show that f ∗0 (β0 + anh) > f ∗0 (β0).
Let W ∗0 (β) = G
∗
0(β)






expansion, there exists β∗ lying on the segment joining β0 + anh and β0 such that
f ∗0 (β








[pλn(|βi + anhi|)− pλn(|βi|)] . (3.11)
For any 1 ≤ j ≤ p,
∂Ln
∂βj















By the Central Limit Theorem and missing at random assumption, for any 1 ≤ r ≤ R and




















εi + (Xi,m(r) − E(Xi,m(r)|XiJ(r,k)))β0m(r)
] d→ N(0, σ2j ), (3.15)




























Thus, ‖G∗0(β0)TD1‖2 = ‖G(β0)TD1‖2 = Op(
√
log n/n). Since each element in W ∗0 (β
0) con-
verges in probability to a constant by the Law of Large Numbers and Condition 1, ‖W ∗0 (β0)−1‖2 =

























converges in probability to a constant due to the Law of Large Numbers and Condition 1. Thus,



































The norm on the right-hand side of (3.17) is Op(1) since each entry of the matrix converges in
probability to a covariance in C by the Law of Large Numbers and Condition 1. It follows that






For any 1 ≤ j ≤ p, there exists 1 ≤ r ≤ R such that j ∈ a(r) ∩ [∪k∈G(r)a(k)] by Con-
dition 4, which implies that rows of H∗n,1(β
0) are linearly independent. Then for any vector








0)T , since each of them containsG∗0(β
0)TD1 whose
norm goes to 0 as n → ∞. Thus, there exists constant κ1 such that hT∇2Ln(β0)h ≥ κ1‖h‖22
w.p.a.1. Since β∗ is close to β0, hT∇2Ln(β∗)h ≥ κ1/2‖h‖22 = K20κ1/2 w.p.a.1. By (3.18) and
λn
√
n/ log n → 0, the right-hand side of (3.11) is dominated by the second term for sufficiently
large n. It follows that f ∗0 (β
0 + anh) > f
∗
0 (β
0). Since f ∗0 (β) is continuous, min
β∈B1∩B2
f ∗0 (β) is
achieved. The minimizer β̂ is in the interior of B1 ∩ B2 because f ∗0 (β0 + anh) > f ∗0 (β0).






(β0) + ĥT∇2Ln(β0)ej +O(‖ĥ‖2),
where ej is a p×1 vector with 1 in the j-th entry and zeros everywhere else. Since β̂ is a minimizer
of f ∗0 (β) in B1 ∩ B2, ∂Ln/∂βj(β̂) = −p′λn(|β̂j|) sign(β̂j) = −p
′
λn
(|β̂j|) sign(β0j ) for any j ∈ AS .





[∇Ln(β0)]AS + Ṗλn(β̂AS) sign(β0AS) + rn
}
,
where rn is a vector such that ‖rn‖ = O(‖ĥ‖2), and Ṗλn(β) is a square diagonal matrix with
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p′λn(|β|) on the main diagonal. Let Tn = [∇
2Ln(β
0)]ANAS {[∇2Ln(β0)]ASAS}
−1, Then we have
[∇Ln(β̂)]AN = [∇Ln(β0)]AN − Tn[∇Ln(β0)]AS + TnṖλn(β̂AS) sign(β0AS) + rn.
By the definition of pλn(β) and λn
√
n/ log n → 0, TnṖλn(β̂AS) sign(β0AS) becomes zero when n
is large enough. Since λn/
√




λn1, where 1 is a (p − q) × 1 vector with all entries 1. Thus, β̂ is a local minimizer of f ∗0 (β) in
B1. Moreover, β̂ is a local minimizer of f ∗(β) since f ∗(β̂) = f ∗0 (β̂).
(iii): By the Taylor expansion on [∇f ∗0 (β̂)]AS at β0, we have




where P̈λn(β) is a square diagonal matrix with p′′λn(|β|) on the main diagonal. Since β̂ is a local
























p→ 0 as n → ∞. Let
H∗n,2 =
(











∇Ln(β0) = 2 · (H∗n,1 +H∗n,2)W ∗0 (β0)−1G∗0(β0)TD1.





By the Law of Large Numbers,W ∗0 (β
0)−1





d→ N(0, 4 · V3),
Similarly, we have
[∇2Ln(β0)]ASAS
















T . Since V̂1 and V̂
(1)
1































where E (1)(r) is the index set for estimating functions of the r-th group in gTi U(1). Then it suffices
















Without loss of generality, assume that U(1) is a rectangular diagonal matrix whose each main
diagonal element is 0 or 1. Since columns of G(1)(β) are linearly independent with a sufficiently
large n, without loss of generality, we assume that each row of U(1) is also a row of U(β0). Let
G(2)(β) be the matrix of estimating equations which are in G∗0(β) but not selected by U(1). Let
E (2)(r) be the index set of columns representing estimating functions of the r-th group inG(2)(β).
Then for any 1 ≤ r ≤ R, [G∗0(β0)]H(r)E(r) = ([G(1)(β0)]H(r)E(1)(r), [G(2)(β0)]H(r)E(2)(r)). We








whereC21 = 1nr [G(1)(β
0)]TH(r)E(1)(r)[G(2)(β
0)]H(r)E(2)(r). Then,G2(β0)T [G(1)(β0)]H(r)E(1)(r) = 0.









































0) and V̂ (2)2 =
1
nr
[∇(1TG2(β0))]AS ,•. Since the second term in
(3.20) is a non-negative positive matrix, in the sense of Loewner ordering for matrices, (3.19)
holds, which implies (V̂2V̂ −11 V̂
T
2 )







Since V̂1 and V̂
(1)












































T ]−1. Since n/nM ≥
λmax(F ), V̂ ≤ V̂ (1). This completes the proof.
Proof of Theorem 7. We use the same notations as in the proof of Theorem 6. For each 1 ≤ r ≤ R
and k ∈ G(k), let ε(r,k) be the error vector in the model (3.1) for Group r. Note that ε(r,1) = · · · =
ε(r,Mr). LetX(r,k)0 be the same as X̂
(r,k) except that the missing values in Group r are replaced by
corresponding true values. Without loss of generality, we let Group 1 be the complete case group.








































































where kR is the last element in G(R), and X̂(r,k)a(k) represents covariates (columns) indexed by a(k)
in X̂(r,k).
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We first show that f ∗(β0 + anh) > f ∗(β0), where an = n−κ0
√
log n, h is a pn × 1 vector such
that ‖h‖∞ = K0 and hAN = 0. Let B1 = {β : ‖β−β0‖∞ ≤ K0an} and B2 = {β : βj = 0 if j ∈
AN}. Similarly as in the proof of Theorem 6, since (β0 + anh) ∈ B1 ∩ B2, it suffices to show that
f ∗0 (β





∇Ln(β0) = 2H(β0)[U (β0)]TW ∗0 (β0)−1U(β0)G(β0)TD1− 2Rn(β0), (3.21)
















converge to a normal distribution by the Barry-Essen theorem [5] under condition 7 and the missing



























log n) by Condition 7. By Condition 5, the first term in (3.21)
dominates Rn(β0). Thus, ‖∇Ln(β0)‖∞ = Op(n1/6−κ1+2κ3
√
log n). Also, by Condition 5, other
terms in hT∇2Ln(β∗)h are dominated by hTH(β∗)[U(β∗)]TW ∗0 (β∗)−1
U(β∗)[H(β∗)]Th ≥ κ4‖h‖22 ≥ κ4K20 w.p.a.1. The last term in (3.11) is∣∣∣∣∣
pn∑
i=1
[pλn(|βi + anhi|)− pλn(|βi|)]
∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ ∑
i∈AS













where β∗ sits in between βi + anhi and βi. By Condition 6, qnp′λn(βmin/2) = op(an). Thus, the
right-hand side of (3.11) is dominated by the second term for sufficiently large n. It follows that
f ∗0 (β
0 + anh) > f
∗
0 (β
0). Since f ∗0 (β) is continuous, min
β∈B1∩B2
f ∗0 (β) is achieved. The minimizer β̂
is in the interior of B1 ∩ B2 because f ∗0 (β0 + anh) > f ∗0 (β0). Since [∇2Ln(β)]ASAS is positive
definite for β ∈ B1 ∩ B2, β̂ is a strict local minimizer.
Next, we will show that ‖[∇Ln(β̂)]AS‖∞ < λn. Let ĥ = β̂−β0. For any 1 ≤ j ≤ p, by Taylor
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where ej is a p × 1 vector with 1 in the j-th entry and zeros everywhere else, and β∗ is on
the segment joining β̂ and β0. Since β̂ is a minimizer of f ∗0 (β) in B1 ∩ B2, ∂Ln/∂βj(β̂) =
−p′λn(|β̂j|) sign(β̂j) = −p
′
λn
(|β̂j|) sign(β0j ) for any j ∈ AS w.p.a.1. The last equality follows from





[∇Ln(β0)]AS + Ṗλn(β̂AS) sign(β0AS)
}
,
where Ṗλn(β) is a square diagonal matrix with p′λn(|β|) on the main diagonal. Let Tn =
[∇2Ln(β∗)]ANAS {[∇2Ln(β∗)]ASAS}
−1, Then we have
[∇Ln(β̂)]AN = [∇Ln(β0)]AN − Tn[∇Ln(β0)]AS + TnṖλn(β̂AS) sign(β0AS).
Since ‖∇Ln(β0)‖∞ = Op(n1/6−κ1+2κ3
√
log n) and ‖Tn‖∞ < 1 by Condition 6,
∣∣∣[∇Ln(β̂)]AN ∣∣∣ <
λn1, where 1 is a (p−q)×1 vector with all entries 1. Thus, β̂ is a strict local minimizer of f ∗0 (β) in
B1 for sufficiently large n. Moreover, β̂ is a strict local minimizer of f ∗(β) since f ∗(β̂) = f ∗0 (β̂).
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Chapter 4
Heterogeneous mediator selection for high-dimensional
Data
This chapter is organized as follows. In Section 4.1, we introduce the framework for the media-
tor selection problem. Section 4.2 discusses the identifiability issue when we encounter multiple
mediators. In Section 4.3, we propose the heterogeneous mediation method. In Section 4.4, the im-
plementation and corresponding algorithm are illustrated. Sections 4.5 provides numerical studies
through simulations.
4.1 Causal mediation under the counterfactual framework
Let Ti be a binary treatment and Xi be a r × 1 vector of pre-treatment confounders (e.g., race or
gender) for the i-th subject and 1 ≤ i ≤ N . Denote potential mediators byMi = (Mi1, . . . ,Mip)T .
The mediator are defined to be affected by the corresponding treatment, that isMi = Mi(Ti). Let
Yi(Ti,Mi(Ti)) be the outcome. Throughout the chapter, we make the stable unit treatment value
assumption (SUTVA) [77], that is, the treatment of any subject does not affect outcomes of other
subjects.
The causal joint mediation effect or indirect effect for the i-th subject is
δi(t) = Yi(t,Mi(1))− Yi(t,Mi(0)).
The direct effect of the treatment is ζi(t) = Yi(1,Mi(t)) − Yi(0,Mi(t)), while the total effect of
the treatment is τi = Yi(1,Mi(1)) − yi(0,Mi(0)). We introduce the no-interaction assumption
[52], which says that there is no interaction term between treatment and mediators in model for the
outcome i.e., δi = δi(0) = δi(1) and ζi = ζi(0) = ζi(1). Then, under this assumption, we have
τi = δi + ζi. Since only one potential outcome is observed for each subject, it is not possible to




















Figure 4.1: Causal graphs for two mediators
4.2 Identifiability issue of multiple mediators
Suppose that the causal structure of potential mediators is a directed acyclic graph (DAG). How-
ever, the DAG is not identifiable from the distribution of observational data since we do not know
directions of most causal edges. In contrast, a completed partially directed acyclic graph (CPDAG),
which represents a Markov equivalence class of DAGs, can be estimated based on observational
data through testing conditional independence.
The CPDAG of mediators could contain many undirected edges. For example, the direction of
edge between M1 and M2 in Figure 4.1a is undetermined. It could be from M1 to M2 such as in
Figure 4.1b, or from M2 to M1 such as in Figure 4.1c. When Figure 4.1b is the true DAG, M1 and
M2 are both mediators. In contrast, if Figure 4.1c represents the truth, M1 is not a mediator, but
M2 is a mediator since treatment T has a direct effect on M2. If the edge between T and M2 in
Figure 4.1c disappears, neither M1 and M2 is a mediator.
When M1 and M2 are correlated but their causal order is unknown, we can observe that T has
effects on both M1 and M2, and that M2 has direct effect on outcome Y , but M1 not, based on data
corresponding to Figures 4.1b, 4.1c, and 4.1d. Thus, Figures 4.1b, 4.1c, and 4.1d are unidentifiable,
and whether M1 is a mediator or not cannot be determined from observational data. However, we
can identify M2.
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In general, we can only estimate the total effect of treatment on each mediator and the direct
effect of each mediator on the outcome. The multiplication of these two effects can be defined
as identifiable mediation effect from this mediator. In addition, we can only identify the last
mediator in each mediation path. We call this kind of mediators as identifiable mediators. For
instance, M1 and M2 in Figure 4.1f can both be identified since they are the last mediators in two
mediation paths, respectively. But we cannot tell whether T has direct or indirect effect on M2 and
whether M1 is on two mediation paths.
The estimated CPDAG could contain some directed edges through v-structures. If we can iden-
tify more mediators based on the existing identifiable and estimated directed edges, these additional
mediators are also called identifiable mediators. For example, if the edge between M1 and M2
in Figure 4.1a is in a v-structure with the same direction as in Figure 4.1b, then M1 is also an
identifiable mediator. (Maybe change to a better example)
4.3 Heterogeneous causal mediation
Therefore, traditional methods average over all subjects and estimate the average causal mediation
effects [52]. However, there might be heterogeneous mediation effects possibly due to racial, age
or trauma variations in subjects. Suppose that the whole population can be partitioned into H sub-
groups, where mediators and average mediation effects within each subgroup are homogeneous.
Denote the index set for subjects in the h-th subgroup by S(h). Then, the average joint media-
tion effect and direct effect in the h-th subgroup are δ̄(h)(t) = E{δi(t)} and ζ̄(h)(t) = E{ζi(t)},
respectively, where i ∈ S(h).
4.3.1 Identification
To identify valid mediators and causal joint mediation effect, following [56], we propose a hetero-
geneous sequential ignorability for multiple mediators assumption (HSIMMA):




′,m) ⊥ M (h)i (t)|Ti,Xi = x,
for each h, i ∈ S(h), t′, t and m, where M (h)i (t) represents true mediators in the h-th subgroup.




E(Yi|M (h)i = m, Ti = t,Xi = x)dFM (h)i |Ti=1,Xi=x
−
∫





E(Yi|M (h)i = m, Ti = 1,Xi = x)







for i ∈ S(h), where FZ|W and FZ are the distribution function of a random variable Z and the
conditional distribution function of Z given W , respectively. (This part may need some simple
proof)
4.3.2 Linear structural equation modeling under heterogeneity
We consider the problem with following linear structural equations:
Mi = ah + bhTi + ΓXi + εiM , (4.1)
Yi = αh + βhTi + θ
T
hMi + γ
TXi + εi, (4.2)
for i ∈ S(h), where ah, bh, εiM ,θh ∈ Rp, Γ ∈ Rp×r , and γ ∈ Rr. Here, βh represents the
average direct effect of the treatment on the outcome in the h-th subgroup, θTh bh represents the
average joint mediation (indirect) effect of the treatment, bh is the parameter relating the treatment
to potential mediators, and εiM ∼ N(0,Σh) and εi ∼ N(0, σ2h) are error terms corresponding
to the i-th sample, which are uncorrelated with Ti and Xi. We assume that the model (4.2) is
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sparse, that is, most true values of θh are zero for each h. There might be common mediators in
multiple subgroups. The coefficients in θh corresponding to M
(h)
i are non-zero. We assume that
the effect of pre-treatment confoundersXi on each mediator or the outcome is homogeneous, that
is, coefficients forXi do not vary across all the subgroups.
Our goal is to find the subgroups, identify true mediators in each subgroup from high-dimensional
potential mediators, and estimate all the parameters, when we do not have repeated measures.
4.3.3 Residual-based loss function
Let Θ1h = (αh,aTh )
T , Θ2h = (βh, bTh ,θ
T
h )
T and Θ3 = (γ,ΓT ) representing parameters for inter-
cepts, mediators and confounders, respectively, for the h-th subgroup. The residual-based unpe-
nalized loss function for the i-th sample with parameters of the h-th subgroup is
li,h(Θ1h,Θ2h,Θ3) = tr{WM(Mi − ah − bhTi − ΓXi)(Mi − ah − bhTi − ΓXi)T}
+wy(Yi − αh − βhTi − θThMi − γTXi)2, (4.3)
where WM is a positive-definite weighting matrix for the mediator models, and wy is the weight
for the outcome model. Here,WM is set the importance of mediator models and their relationship,
while wy can adjust the proportion between mediator models and the outcome model. Without loss
of generality, we can assume that the sum of diagonal elements equals p. In implementation, we set
the diagonal elements of WM to be 1 since we do not have prior information about the mediators.
If the values of diagonal elements are not all the same, we should re-weight the corresponding
penalty accordingly, e.g. ‖bh‖.












I{i ∈ S(h)}Li,h(Θ1h,Θ2h,Θ3), (4.4)
where I{·} is an indicator function, Θ1 = (Θ1h, . . . ,Θ1H), and Θ2 = (Θ2h, . . . ,Θ2H), and
Li,h(Θ1h,Θ2h,Θ3) = li,h(Θ1h,Θ2h,Θ3). However, we do not know which subjects are in the
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h-th subgroup and which are not. To estimate the subgroup label for the i-th subject, we find the









pw1(Θ2h) = λ1{|θh|T |bh|+ φ(‖θh‖22 + ‖bh‖22) + |βh|}+ λ2{‖θh‖1 + ‖bh‖1}, (4.6)
representing within-group penalization, where λ1, λ2, and φ are tuning parameters, and |v| is a
vector of the same length of v with absolute value of entries in v as elements. The first part with
λ1 in (4.6) penalizes the indirect or mediation effects, which is based on idea of the pathway Lasso
penalty [119].
When |bhj| is large for any 1 ≤ j ≤ p, the penalization of θhj increases due to |θh|T |bh| in (4.6).
However, bhjθhj could be large in this situation, and it is better to keep θhj instead of shrinking it.
Thus, we propose a new within-group penalty based on the idea of adaptive Lasso:






where b̂(0)hj is an initial estimator of bhj for 1 ≤ j ≤ p. Here, we can use the least squares estimator
for b̂(0)hj since the predictors in mediator models are not high-dimensional as long as confounders are
not too many. The b̂(0)hj could be the same for all h when the subgroup label is hard to be identified.
The last term in (4.7) encourages the mediators with large "income effects" (effects from treatment
to mediators), and suppresses the mediators with small "income effects".
However, the re-weighting of penalty may lead to unidentification of true mediators when initial
estimate |b̂(0)hj | is not accurate and close to zero, especially when coefficients of the true mediators
are quite different in different subgroups.
















Figure 4.2: Mediation penalty with p = 1, λ1 = 1, and c0 = 0.5.
bh and θh on the penalization of θh and bh, respectively, we propose a within-group mediation
penalty:
























c0(1 + c0|bh,j|)(1 + c0|θh,j|)
)
, (4.9)
where pSCAD,λ1(·) is the SCAD penalty with tuning parameters λ1 and a, c0 is a constant to adjust
the shrinkage, θh,j and bh,j are the j-th elements of θh and bh, respectively. Figure 4.2 is the graph
of the penalty function. We can see that the penalty tends to shrink values around axes to zero, and
that the shrinkage gradually levels off as θh,1 or bh,1 increases.










where λ3 is a tuning parameter, and Γj denotes the j-th column of Γ. To identify homogeneous

















where λ4 is a tuning parameter. The pb1(Θ1,Θ2) compares pairwise differences between sub-
groups and encourages to turn similar heterogeneous effects back to homogeneous effects. How-
ever, maximizing among all the pairwise differences in (4.11) could result in absence of coefficients
for some subgroups. In addition, we should fist shrink similar heterogeneous effects together in-
stead of the ones with maximum difference.





















Thus, the final objective function of the proposed method is
f(Θ1,Θ2,Θ3) = L1(Θ1,Θ2,Θ3) +N
{ ∑
1≤h≤H




4.4.1 Difference of convex with mediation penalty








h + 2c0λ1(‖θh‖22 + ‖bh‖22). (4.15)
Then, pd(Θ2h) + pw3(Θ2h) is convex for each 1 ≤ h ≤ H . The objective function f can be
decomposed as




























Since f1 and f2 are both convex, f is a difference of convex (DC) function.





























1≤h≤H,h 6=k Li,h(Θ1h,Θ2h,Θ3), J(ν) = {1 ≤ k ≤ H : Fik(ν) = max1≤k≤H Fik(ν)},
and co stands for the convex hull. Based on the idea of DC algorithm, at this iteration, f2 can be
replaced by its affine minorization
f
(m)






Note that pb2(Θ2) is non-smooth and non-separable, and that
pb2(Θ2) = pb2(ν) = λ4‖Dν‖1 = λ4 max
‖η‖∞≤1
ηTDν
can be reformulated as a maximization problem, whereD is a difference operator. We consider to
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replace it by a smooth approximation








where ρ is a positive smoothing parameter. Following [20], we choose ρ = 10−4 in implementa-
tion. The function p̃b2(ν; ρ) approximates pb2(ν) as ρ→ 0 [72]. Let η∗ = S(Dν/ρ), where
S(x) =

x, −1 ≤ x ≤ 1,
1, x > 1,
−1, x < −1.










(ν; ρ) = λ4D
Tη∗. (4.20)
Therefore, at the m-th iteration, we replace the f2 and pb2 in f by f
(m)














+N {p̃b2(ν; ρ) + pc(Θ3)} − f (m)2 (ν). (4.22)
We solve (4.21) through the gradient descent (GD) algorithm. At the k-th iteration in GD,
g(k) = ∇f̃ (m)(ν(k−1)), (4.23)
ν(k) = ν(k−1) − tg(k), (4.24)
where t is the step size. We adopt the backtracking line search to determine the step size. Specifi-
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cally, we start from t = 1, and repeat t = τ1t until
f̃ (m)(ν(k−1) − tg(k)) < f̃ (m)(ν(k−1))− τ2t{g(k)}Tg(k),




(Θ2h) = λ1{I(βh ≤ λ1) +
(aλ1 − βh)+
(a− 1)λ1

















(1 + c0|bh,j|)2(1 + c0|θh,j|)
(4.28)
Based on the first derivatives, we can see that the penalty decreases as the absolute value of |bh,j|
or |θh,j| increases. The complete algorithm is in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1: DC-SmGD
1. Set number of subgroups H , tolerance ε, and the tuning parameter λ.
2. Obtain initial subgroup labels c(0)i for i = 1, . . . , N , based on k-means clustering
method.
3. Calculate ν(0) based on c(0)i for each subgroup separately.
4. At the m-th iteration, given ν(m−1) from the (m− 1)-th iteration:
(a) Calculate µ(m−1) ∈ ∂f2(ν(m−1)).
(b) Solve ν(m) in (4.21) through the gradient descent: Update g(k) and ν(k) in
(4.23)-(4.24) iteratively until converge.
(c) Re-calculate ν(m) through (4.17).
5. Iterate Step 4 until the convergence criterion is satisfied, e.g., ‖ν(m)−ν(m−1)‖1 <
ε.
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4.4.2 Tuning parameter selection
We propose a Bayesian information criterion (BIC) [81] type criterion to tune λ:
BIC(λ) = N · log {RSSM(λ)/N}+ dfM(λ) · log(N) (4.29)
+wy [N · log {RSSY (λ)/N}+ dfY (λ) · log(N)] , (4.30)
where λ consists all the tuning parameters, dfM(λ) and dfY (λ) are numbers of non-zero estimated













(Yi − α̂h,λ − β̂h,λTi − θ̂Th,λMi − γ̂TλXi)2. (4.31)
Here, we only count once for estimated homogeneous variables in dfM and dfY , and wy is utilized
to adjust the proportion of information from mediator models and the outcome model.
4.5 Simulation
In this section, we compare the proposed method with the high-dimensional mediation analysis
(HIMA) [115], which is implemented via the “HIMA” R package. We simulate data from linear
regression models (4.1) and (4.2) for two sub-populations and consider the following settings.
Setting 1: N = 200, H = 2, n1 = 50, n2 = 150, p = 15, r = 0. True coefficients in the model
are shown in Figure 4.3, where b1 = 1, b2 = −1, and (θ1, θ2) = (0.5,−0.5), (2,−2) or (4,−4).
Setting 2: N = 100, H = 2, n1 = 30, n2 = 70, p = 150, r = 0. True coefficients in the model
are shown in Figure 4.4, where b1 = 1, b2 = −1, and (θ1, θ2) = (0.5,−0.5), (1,−1), (2,−2) or
(4,−4).
We investigate low-dimensional cases in Setting 1 and high-dimensional cases in Setting 2.












































Figure 4.3: True coefficients for the two sub-populations
we calculate the false negative rate (FNR) which is the number of non-selected M1, M2 and M3
divided by three, false positive rate (FPR) which is the number of selected Mi for 4 ≤ i ≤ p
over p − 3, and the mean squared prediction error (MSPE). Lower overall FNR+FPR and MSPE
indicate more accurate variable selection.
Results are in Tables 4.1 and 4.2, showing that the proposed method performs better than the
HIMA in terms of both FNR+FPR and MSPE. Let us first take results in Table 4.1 as an example.
When θ1 = 2 and θ2 = −2, FNR of the propose method is 0.210 which is only 21.9% of the FNR
of HIMA, indicating that the proposed method select more true mediators. It is possibly due to that
the proposed method is able to identify sub-populations while HIMA is incapable of that. More
importantly, overall FNR+FPR is 0.328, much smaller than that of HIMA. In addition, MSPE of
the proposed method is only 36.9% of that of HIMA. As shown in Table 4.2, the proposed method
also performs better than HIMA under high-dimensional settings.
In summary, the proposed method outperforms the HIMA method for both low-dimensional and
high-dimensional data when heterogeneous mediators exist. Specifically, the proposed method
select mediators and predict the outcome variable more accurately. It is possibly due to that me-
diators performs different in the two sub-populations, and that the proposed method improve the














































Figure 4.4: True coefficients for the two sub-populations
Table 4.1: Results base on 50 simulation runs with c0 = 10 under Setting 1. The “FNR” and
“FPR” are false negative and false positive rates of mediators, respectively.
(b1, b2, θ1, θ2) Method FNR FPR FNR+FPR MSPE
(1, -1, 0.5, -0.5) Proposed 0.319 0.109 0.428 1.758
HIMA 0.960 0.028 0.988 3.141
(1, -1, 2, -2) Proposed 0.210 0.118 0.328 10.269
HIMA 0.960 0.078 1.038 27.805
(1, -1, 4, -4) Proposed 0.255 0.103 0.358 39.506
HIMA 0.873 0.092 0.965 91.779
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Table 4.2: Results base on 30 simulation runs with c0 = 10 under Setting 2. The “FNR” and
“FPR” are false negative and false positive rates of mediators, respectively.
(b1, b2, θ1, θ2) Method FNR FPR FNR+FPR MSPE
(1, -1, 0.5, -0.5) Proposed 0.889 0.058 0.947 1.737
HIMA 0.981 0.002 0.983 3.386
(1, -1, 1, -1) Proposed 0.812 0.056 0.868 5.975
HIMA 1.000 0.002 1.002 11.395
(1, -1, 2, -2) Proposed 0.764 0.048 0.812 24.346
HIMA 1.000 0.001 1.001 42.080
(1, -1, 4, -4) Proposed 0.833 0.060 0.893 89.065
HIMA 1.000 0.002 1.002 161.054
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